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County sheriffs initiate
intensive Ran~ourt search;
parents believe daughter
left campus 'under duress'

WHERE IS SHE? This is Susan Elaine Rancourt as she .appeared
this winter as a member of Central's karate class. A massive search
is now underway for the missing co-ed.

'Peopl·e in Crisis'
The approaching symposium entitled "Alternatives for the
Future: People and Crisis"_which will be held May 8 and 9 is only
part of a series of symposiums that began in the mid-sixties. The
first symposium was initiated bec~use President .James · Brooks
refused any inauguration and channeled the money set aside for his
ceremony into the first symposium.
Some of the speakers which have come to Ellensburg to
participate in symposiums have been: Timothy Leary, Alan Watts,
Margaret Mead, Nelson Algren, Sidney Hook, Conor Cruise
O'Brien, Stokely Carmichael, Claude Brown and William
Stringfellow.
The first symposium entitled "American Values in Time of Crisis"
marked a new era of academic interest at Central. The re-initiation
of the symposium redefines the academic direction of the college.
The symposium approach to education demonstrates that a college
as a whole is more than a business concern.

by Rik Dalvit
An intensive grid .search that will
"cover every backyard in Ellensburg,"
was begun yesterday for missing Central
coed Susan Elaine Rancourt.
Over 150 men are taking part in the
search ordered by the Kittitas County
Sheriffs Office after being called into the
case Monday by Central Police Chief Al
Pickles.
The Sheriffs office is working in
conjunction with the Ellensburg Police
Department, the Campus Police ar..d
Explorer Search and Rescue units from
Eilensburg, Thorp, Cle Elum, Spokane,
Yakima and Dayton.
They will be joined this weekend by
Search and Rescue units from King and
Pierce counties in a search that began on
the Central campus. They will cover the
city of Ellensburg block by block in an
effort to uncover any trace of R~ncourt.
The search of the city will cover "every
backyard, woodpile, out building, every
place that could possible conceal a body,"
Kittitas County Sheriff officer D.J. Haley
said on Monday. "We're assuµiing at this
stage of the game that we're looking for a
body because of her background, because
of tne things she left behind," said Haley,
"we've exhausted all other possibilities
but if we turn up a live girl, so much the
better."
• If the search of Ellensburg turns up
nothing then a full blown search of a two
mile perimeter outside the city will be
made.
The search will determine whether
Rancourt is in Ellensburg said Haley. "If
they (the Search and Rescue units) ·have
gone over an area and found nothing, then
she's not there. They know if a blade of
grass is out of place. They're professionals, they're trained for this."
"We're not going to be knocking on
peoples' doors but we are going to need
peoples' cooperation in this thing," Haley
said. "We're confident we will get it, we
have in the past."
The searchers will be housed in Munson

Hall, which is the last place Rancourt was
seen.
The 19 year-old freshman biology major
disappeared at approximately 10 p.m. on
Wednesday April 17, over two weeks ago.
She ·h ad attended a meeting at Munson
Hall for future living group advisors. Of
the, approximately 50 people who attended
the meeting, no one can definitely recall
when Rancourt left the meeting or with
whom.
Campus Police, after issuing an all
points.bulletin for Rancourt have received
leads from as far away as Oregon, all of
~which have t_prned out to be cases of
mistaken identity.
Campus Poiice Chief Al Pickles spent
last weekend checking out leads in areas
where Rancourt had previously vacationed. The leads yielded nothing.
Pickles says that he prefers not to
speculate over Rancourt's disappearance.
"Police operate on facts, the only real fact
that we have is that she's gone."
Rancourt's parents, travelled to Ellensburg from their home in Anchorage,
Alaska.
Her parents believe Rancourt left
"under duress, she would not have left
under . her own volition. The people at
Central are doing everything they can
do."
The Rancourts have offered a $1000
rewa~d for any information leading to
their daughters whereabouts.
Campus outdoors lights, blacked out as
a contribution to energy conservation
have been ordered turned back on as an
aid to nighttime security.
Central
President Jam es Brooks . ordered the
lights turned back on, apparently in
response to numerous complaints of poor
Inighttime lighting following the disappearance of Susan Elaine Rancourt.
Some of the lights will remain ojf for a
time as there is a short circuit in one of the
isystems.
Dr. Brooks decision to turn the lights on
w_as announced at the Monday ASL
meeting.

Restoration Of some funds included in supplemental state budget
Restoration .of some of the funds cut
from - Central was included in the
supplemental state budget finalized this
week by the state legislature.
Because the college's enrollments for
this year did not drop as low as predicted
by the legislature when it reduced the
Central budget in February, a total
$201,000 was restored.
In the special session of last JanuaryFebruary, the legislature . ordered the
college's biennial budget reduced by
$492,284 and required that the college

absorb, in addition, the loss of approximately $300,000 in local revenues.
Those budget reductions were accompanied by a requirement that the college
faculty be reduced in number to meet
faculty formula percentages.

The administration believes the supplemental budget approved may still cause
harm to the curriculum. There may be
fewer class offerings. Classes will be
larger and there will be a P,ossible
deterioration of overall instruction.

Legislators, spurred to the restoration
While the restoration of $201,000 to the . action by lawmakers Frank "Tub" Hansen
budget will ease some of the college's and Nat Washington, also added $150,000
financial problems, it is not anticipated to the college budget for an organizational
that the funds will alter the carry-over development program which had been
budgetary requirements on faculty form- authorized at a previous session but not
ula.
funded

In addition, $125,000 ~as appropriated
to the State Data Processing Authority to
be used by Central for a change-over of
the college's equipment during the next
year.
The college, at the strong urging of tbe
data processing authority, will switch to
terminal-oriented computer operation
whereby most computer work will be
handled at state computer centers elsewhere and relayed here through telephone lines. A long range savings in state
funds is expected.

Joint Student Fees

Budget cuts draw varied reactions
The Joint Student Fees Committee made recommendations to
Dr. Edward Harrington, vicepresident of Academic Affairs
two weeks ago. All organizations funded by joint student
fees, with the exception of
WoDJen's Activities and the SUB,
. were cut drastically by the committee. Following is the reaction
of tlae different organizations.
Not .U organizations could be
reached for comment.
-.. Men's Athletics
Adrian Beamer, director. "Since the budget has not been approved by Dr. Harrington we're
not going to push the panic
button. It seems a shame that an
organization that has ·done so
much for the school as men's

athletics has to be cut so drastically."
"We have not met, as yet, to
decide what to do with the
budget but this I can say for
sure, if the budget, as it now
stands, is finalized, some_ programs will have to be cut. I cannot say · at this time what
programs will be cut." Men's
athletics was cut by $9729:.
Women's Athletics
.
Increased by $608. Dr. Betty
Hileman, director. "I'm not completely satisified because I asked
for more money but compared to
other organizations we did fairly
well. Under. the conditions, I
think the committee did an excellent job.".
"I had hoped we · would get
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• Youth Fare Tickets
• Eurail Passes
• Britra i I Passes
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The ccassette deck

engineers love.

:tt's the TEAC 3608. The moderately priced cassette deck
that out-specs all the others except its big bro.t her, tne
TEAC450.
What makes the TEAC 3608 so special? An unprecedented new transport drive system produces a WRM8 record and playback wow and flutter of only 0.07% (which
means incredible fidelity). Four input mic or line mixing.
Dolby* circuitry, enhanced by Dolby calibration controls
and tone generator.
Ask any engineer about the TEAC 3608. Then try to
settle for anything less.
•Dolby;,. a
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enough money so that we could
establish a 'B' team for basketball and volleyball and buy
uniforms. We didn't get it, so we
will have to operate on a shoestring but we've always had to
operate on a shoe-string so we're
use to it."
Drama
Cut by $1378. Dr. Milo Smith,
director. "Everything that happens in McConnel Auditorium is
funded by the Drama depart.
ment, including ·lights, etc. I
don't think it will effect the number of performances during the
school year but it will definitely
effect the quality of the performances. we have committed ourselves to give at least one major
performance per quarter."

"The funds were. handled fairly, at least it gives some satisfaction to know this is true."
Forensics
Cut by $1872. Starla Drum,
director. "The cut in funds makes
forensics foolish, they might as
well given us nothing."
"Students interested in forensics might as well transfer and in
fact, I will advise them to do so.
With the, budget of $500 we will
only be able to attend two meets,
it's just not worth it to prepare
for just two meets."
"I suppose it was handled (airly, the committee has always
been fair in the past."
Ethnic Studies
Received no funds for 1973-74
or 74-75. Alex Kuo, director. "We

asked for money but did not receive any. I hoped we could get
funds so we could establish
student weeks, such as Black
Awareness week but no such
hick." - ~
Music
Cut by $2920. Bert Christianson. "I think we will come out alright. We are trying to switch
our transportation budget from
student fees to academic budget ·
which is funded by the state. We
think it will succeed."
"The budget cuts will not
effect the number of performances given by · the different
musical groups on campus. The
band, chorus and other groups
are important as far as recruiting new students to Central.

The system gets Dr. Goedecke
"A bureaucratic waste of time"
The main job of the committee, ecke to resign. He felt his
.... were the words used to as described by Mitchell, is to· services were no longer- needed
describe the Undergraduate Cur- coordinate the development of since no change took place in the
riculum Committee by Dr. Ro- curriculum throughout the cam- scheduling of meetings.
bert · Goedecke, who recently . pus. To make sure that as
Dr. Goedecke seemed to sum
submitted his resignation.
departments introduce courses up his feelings about the UnderDr. Goedecke said he was tired they are coordinated to meet graduate Curriculum Committee
of ·the constant bickering over existing needs.
in these words:
trivial matters and after one and
They try to insure that curric"In terms of critical faculty
a half years of service he finally ulum policy is followed by judgment on new course offerresigned this quarter.
departments and to insure stu- ings, the committee simply de"What potentially could be dent rights and welfare so that · lays a process that is unduly
accomplished in a matter of days . departments don't require too straight-jacketed with bureau-·
oftentimes takes weeks, maybe ' much in a major. The committee cratic red tape already, without
even months," Dr. Goedecke must also list programs in the in fact making any judgments.
stated.
catalog so that they are clear and As to rewriting new course
The curricular flow on campus concise.
descriptions, I am not sure that
as described by Robert Mitchell,
Dr. Goedecke contends that could not be done better by one
chairman of the committee, -us- "although the wording of the responsible person with a ~alent
ually starts with a single profes- course descriptions of each new
fo~ brevity and clarity."
sor desiring a new course in his course submitted was scrutinized
departm.ent. The professor then and modified in infinitely tedious
must write up a detailed outline detail. In fact, after many useless Vo-tech study
of this course and submit it to the delays, every course suggested
made by Central
department chairman for his was approved."
"No standard for college investigators
approval. On:ce it is approved by
-the entire department it goes to course offerings existed, _either
A statewide study of high
the dean of that school. The dean on a theoretical or de facto level. school and post-high school vocahas to make decisions about the If a course did happen to be tional education programs will be
nature of the course, such as the voted down, it would be brought undertaken by a Central team
implications of staffing, funding up again,and again until it passed under a $35,000 grant awarded
and space. Next it goes to the a fatigued committee."
by the Washington State CoorUndergraduate Curriculum ComOfficially, the coqimittee is to dinating Council for Occupational
mittee.
consist of ten members. Two Education.
If it is a significant change in a faculty members from each
Director of the project, designdepartment or a new course, it school of the college and two ed to see if students are able to
must go t<0 the Curriculum · students that are appointed by move between schools and upCommittee and on to the Faculty the ASC; But as of spring ward through different grades
Senate for conformation. If it is quarter, only one student has while gaining employable skills,
simply a change of title to a new been appointed by the ASC and is Prof. Roland L. Roy of the
course or a minor description Dr. Goedecke has .yet to b~ Technology and Industrial Educhange, then it is placed directly replaced.
. cation Department.
in the catalog. When revisions
A · conflict between his teachThe study will include collecare in order, it js usually sent ing responsibilities and the tion of data on urban, rural, ethback to the department and the scheduled time for the committee nic, disadvantaged, handicapped
same process for approval is meeting . during winter and and other members of the total
repeated.
spring quar ter forced Dr. Goed- state population.

FARM FRESH_MILK

HALF GALLON

57ct

Snrders Bread, Walkers Farm Fresh Eggs, Bu"er, Ice Cream.
EverJthing To Suit Your DailJ DairJ Need_
s.

OPEN 4:0Cl to 7 PM DAILY
FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
419 W. 15th Ave.

8 blocks- west of the Pavi Iion
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COLDER THAN ...
SPRING IS
OUTANDTHE
BLEACHERS ARE
LOADED. James and
Estelle Taylor seem
dressed for football
weather which is exactly what greeted'
them when they journeyed from their home
in Wenatchee to the
windy city to watch
their son Ted play
baseball for Central.
. Taylor is the Wildcat's
starting
catcher.
[photo by Rafael Gonzales]

LEND ME YOUR EAR-Perry Rowe sits in wide
eyed dismay without a bullet to bite as Nurse
Ruth Damman taps his earlobe for a blood
sample. The typing a necessary procedure
before the donor contributes blood. [Bottom]
[photo b~' Peter B. Mead] ·

Symposiums spark new directions
ans .programs to revitalizeCentral

NIXON: In the unlkely ev-:nt that

.

year President gets busted,
doa9t do anything that he wouldn't do.
.·

FORD: You mean
I've got carte blanche?

IOpinion

gain as a · community.
Indeed, in the past, it has been the colloguia of
our symposiums which have sparked initial
exchanges and questioning which ·have peen
fundamental in initiating new directions and
programs here at Central. Simultaneously,
symposiums have given · Central a broader
outlook, .a cosmopolitan perspective which is
often lacking in times of strain.
Our real problem at Central is not so muchthe
ill-effects of an unstable economy but wheti.er
we can utilize what we have to promote the kind
of intellectual activity a good college community thrives 'upon as represented by this
symposium. If we miss the chance to cultivate
such things as the symposium we only stand to
lose in the long run. Truly Central will become
the training school so many have feared--where
education resembles the assembly line; each·
student is channeled into a classroom where he
is processed by a professor; where the
curriculum is static and unchallengeable; where
the professor can easily be replaced by a
Skinner Box or a tape recorder and the student
by an automation.

Coaches express dissatisfadion

Psych-fare uniustified
Central should stand in line to get a grant f~r research from the
CIA for the study of psychological warfare. It seems that anyone
aligned with student government or the management of the SUB
are delving into the black martial art.
In last week's Crier, Steve Haas, ASC administrative assistant
accused Don Wise, dean of Student Government Activities of
"psychological warfare" in getting a $19,000 increase from the Joint
Student Fees committee for running the SUB next year.
. It took Haas only seven inches of copy until he took his own whack
at "psych-fare." Haas said that if an appeal for relief from the JSF
budget is not given, the ASC would then cut out concerts, dances,
films and any other forms of student services. He added that
salaries paid to the student leaders would be. the last to go.
It can be safely said that more people use the SUB facilities in one
day than use the ASC provided facilities in a week, or two
weeks, or ....
This writer would like to recommend that the ASC gets off of its
collective pay check and find some way to save these programs that
serve the student body as a whole, not threaten to take them away
from us. Maybe if they themselves will take a pay cut during this
financial emergency.
·
After all, if there are no programs to supervise why should we
pay anyone to supervise non-existent programs.
Bill Kirby

crier

'MJS1~ ~ cnlle:Je re~ cmri:fun
reM

by Tom Line~an
Central is in the micldle pf . an academic
·recession, faculty have been riffed, programs
reduced, the student body has become smaller
and there is a general feeling of pessimism and
pervasive doubt. It seems that a symposium in
the future is doomed from the outstart.
Yet, is it? We have an opportunity during the
month of May to get together as a community, to
overcome the academic depersonalization many
have experienced and share our anxieties and
fears with the visiting speakers about America's
future. We have a chance to revitalize this
college community which has been shaken by
budget cuts and to in~till upo~ the college our
concern to further an atmosphere for curiousity
and learning. The very things which are
prerequisites to any worthwhile change here
and in our nation generally.
The speakers Costigan, Doctrow, Burke and
Hsu are the focal points of this year's
symposium but it is the Central community
which stands to benefit directly. If we can share
in the identification of the problems which affect
us all and open ·the dialogues so necessary in
order to understand one another we are sure to
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over Women's sports coverage
by Jackie Humphries
Dissatisfaction toward Crier coverage of
women's sports and the need for an expanded
female athletic program seemed .to be the concensus of opinions expressed by a trio of Central
coaches this week. Coaches Jan Boyungs, Pat
Lacey and Dr. Betty Hileman feel there is a
definite need for increased and improved event
coverage and publicity of upcoming events as
well as a re-education of the public toward the
women's sports pictt.l"e.
"Central has many fine women athletes, it's a
shame the Crier does not support them like they
should. Our programs are growing~ building and
· becoming stronger. As a result we'll have even
more fine women athletes. I hope the Crier
would see fit to give them the support they
deserve," emphasized Coach Boyungs. She
suggested better coverage of the events and
cited a need for editing priority revisions.
Another .suggestion offered was for more
pictures "of all women spol'.ts events," not just
track or tennis.
Lac;y agreed with Boyungs in the need for
more picture coverage of sports from the Crier.
"I can't say Crier coverage is improving. When
you have one article one week and then nothing
the next week you lose consistency .. This is the
only way we have to publicize our events," she
concluded.
"The reason media coverage is important for
the female act ivities program is that peopl~
should be educated to the fact that we do have
women's sports," commented Hileman.
Hileman further explained that one of the
goals as listed in the Feb. 1974 "Report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Women's Athletics" was the
establishment of better media coverage for
female sports events.
The committee, appointed by Dr. Harrington, .
developed several options for expanding the
women's athletic program. Their report was the
culmination of a two-month study of the status
of the women's athletics program at Central,
particularly as it relates to program and level of
budgeting.
Attention was directed to the stipulations of
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
(PL 92-318) whfoh applies to all educational institutions and systems which receive direct or indirect federal · assistance. These . guidelines
specifically state "that recipients of direct or indirect federal financial assistance shall operate
competitive athletic programs without discrimination on the basis of sex in the provision of
equipment, supplies, schedules of games and (
practice times, travel and per diem allowance
and so on."
The report Hated the 1973-74 ASC funding for
m•-.• atbletiea and intramurals aa $70,000 ud

women's athletics and intramurals received
$9500. The men had nine intercollegiate sports
with 335 participants and the women had ~ix
with 101 participants. hi intramural sports,
males had nine options for a total of 3209 participants and women had five with 506
participants.
The report further clarified the points that
the committee is not advocating equal funding
for men and women's programs but as Boyungs
explained, "Women need comparable funding.
We do have two separate ·programs with
different priorities but we do need an increase in
funding."
Dr. Hileman· agreed, "The women's athletic
program at Central has no desire in any way to
infringe on the men's program but it is essential that women be given funds to run an ade-.
quate. program ... at the present time this isn't
possible. We don't have any warm-ups and it
would be nice not to have to use one set of
' uniforms for three sports."
Even though the programs are distinctly
different and facing clifferent objectives the
coaches agree there are no divisions in the staff
or department because of the financial problems. "Male coaches from other state schools are
leaning over backward to help, I'm sure the
coaches at Central will do the same for us," she
asserted.
The committee recommended the college ·
effort for program improvement be spread over
a three-year period beginning in 1974-75. "The
first year the budget allocation should be
increased to include provision for the equivalent
of one full-time staff member who will provide
coaching for an expanded program and by the
addition of one TA."
The report lists for the second year the addition of more secretarial help and a second teaching assistant. It goes on, " ... ASC funds should
provide for continuing the sports added to the
program in the first year plus at least one
additional sport and sufficient money to allow
the women to participate in national competitions."
The third and finaJ year the committee
requests the staff again be increased by one fulltime position, additional sports be included ·a nd
adequate funding levels be maintained.
Suggesions for the addition of no-cost items
include ascertaining practicum situations for
students who are learning to be trainers and
equalized availability of facilities for practice
and for competition.
As Coach Boyungs summarized, ''We are not
trying to recruit people, it's just a · shame that
when a talent comes to us we don't have the
funds to help them further develop their talent.
Not only. would we be helping them, but they
would be helping our program in return."

ILetters

Gier Thursday,

.far before he takes a stand. I
hope I made the point intended. ·I
won't say I'm not gay but make
you form your own conclusions.
As long as you know what you
are then there's no reason to
make a prejudgement on me. I
only ask for the questions and
name callihg to stop.
Thanks to those close friends
who saw the picture but didn't
To the editor:
I just learned a new Way to get give it a second thought.
David Beckwith
popular at Central. I recently
attended a meeting in the SUB.
pit concerning a Christian Minister homosexual. My picture
appeared in the Crier and immediately I was considered gay.
There were many straights .at
the meeting but I was harrassed
by people because of attending.
It just shows how Jow· so called ·
adults can be. Let me mention a To the editor:
few comments that were said to
I would like to reply to_ the
letter published in the Crier by
m~;Dave, I didn't know you were "name withheld" who complained
gay!" "What were you doing at and condemned present efforts .
that meeting?"
extending equal opportunities in
"Well, David, I guess you're a this country to include the minorities. The letter stated "Affirmahomo now since you were sitting
next to one."
tive Action and Minority hiring
"You queer and fagit."
programs ARE a travesty. That
Only a few comments thrown qualified whites are shoved out
at me because of what? Is it a fed- of or denied jobs to give same to
eral crime to talk with a homo- equally or less qualified minority
members is criminal." Since
. th e en forcement of consexual? I have close friends that w h en is
are but I accept people for what stitutional privileges to include
they are. I don't appreciate minorities a crime?
people classifying me as gay,
whether I am or not because
The Affirmative Action prothey don't know me.
grams (AAP) were designed to
The ones that do know me I ensure justice to anyone regarddon't need to explain why I less of race, color, religion, sex or
attended the discussion. To the national
origin
including
many that don't, well, my name WASPS! I quote from the
is David Beckwith and I'm me. college's AAP policy: "The laws
An individual that believes in against discrimination imply that
himself and knows himself. I effort must be directed towards
don't owe the people that asked the removal of barriers to equal
me questions a thing.
opportunity whomever they afThe reason I wrote this letter feet ... " "The statement on goals ...
to .the Crier was to show how shall include: A. an analysis of
stupid and immature some· the availability of persons within ·
people are. The least people can minority groups and of women
do is show some . respect ·for with the required qualifications
others. Those of you who said I irithin the recruiting area .. .',
should sue the Crier will be dis- (please note: all minorities must
appointed. Maybe they had no meet qualifications.)
right to put my picture in withThese are just two stipulations
out asking permission, but that from the 14 page rules and
· doesn't bother me. It's the ones regulations policies for the AAP.
who based their opinion of me on Anyone with complaints should
talk with the AAP director here
a picture.
I apologize if I have upset or on campus in Barge 308 who will
made people angry · \\'.'ho read · be glad to answer any questions .
this. One can only be pushed so with facts and figures.

Student
obiects t~ .
nevv found
'popularity'

Solution:work
together

·HIGH PLArNS ... The cross is silver
· with an oval triplet.
Only high quality stones
are used in the studio.

P.O.

B:;~t• ~N!.~~~.l

ELL;ENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

The WASP letter also stated
"I'm mad ... Why hold me responsible for what my grandfather
did or did not do." Isn't perpetuating the status quo an extension
of your grandfather's prejudice?
Speaking from the standpoint of
the American Indians let me say
that you stole our lands; you
have polluted our streams, our
lakes, and our atmosphere; you
have exterminated our culture,
our philosophy, and prevented us
from practicing our religion. You
have the nerve to say that you're
mad when lalI we ask is equal
opportunity? Do you know what
it's like to be a· minority and to
spend our whole life being taught
by white teachers, counseled by
white counselors, and hired by
white employers? There just is
no one for us to identify with in ·
the present institutions. Everything which you take for granted,
by people have had to fight for to
institute special governmental
programs granting us the same
American privileges.
Who's responsible for the
conditions we all find ourselves
in today? You? Me? Your grandfather? I say that all of us are
responsible. I say that it is a
problem that involves all of us.
When men are deprived or
discriminated against there is
violence. We must avoid this
violence or we may all end up
destroying each other.
Our problem is your responsibility; your problem is our
responsibility. The only way to
solve anything is to work together and to listen to ·one another.
I understand how you feel
about losing some of your jobs
because you're a WASP. My
people have been dealing with
that type of humiliation for
centuries so now you ·can appreciate what it is like to be
discriminated against. Can't we
learn from this discrimination?
Kitty Hollow
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proached us all. It seems either must put up with those bells as
through direct verbal confronta- much as sixteen times a day. The
tion or indirectly, through solicit- only perso.n in the building un~
ing their lively '.'dell" magazines. effected by the constant jarring
Most students remain indifferent is a maintainence man by the
or disinterested largely and I am name of Quasimoto.
Couldn't we save energy and
no exception.
However, I would like to re- the budget and RIF those insane
mark on the "Action" magazine bell~?
that was being circulated freely
Tom Shapley .
last week. One of its commentaries, where Christ was somehow
connected to Transcendental
Meditation, an Eastern practice,
shows easily enough that these To the editor:
Spring is always a delight in
"action" people are not where the
Ellensburg because usually the
"action" is at.
The account of TM, especially winters have not been that much
as it related to Christ, was so fal- fun.
· Spring also brings out the bilacious, inaccurate and blasphemnous that I would not even take cyclists and the annual problem
the time to load my gun to shoot of bicycle safety. Already this
. that despicable account down. It year we have had two fairly seris pure conjecture, indeed, non- ious accidents caused by bicycsense to use TM as an analogy to lists on the grand prix course
bring out whatever is best in coming south on the Walnut
Street Mall. There is just enough
Christ.
slope
to get up a pretty good
I am sure most students were
not fooled by such a method of speed and the result has been the
unrighteous persuasion. You "ac- two accidents, both requiring
tion" people would be better off medical treatment.
Last year we went so far as to
singing, humming or selling the
consult a national research labor"Campbell's Soup Jingle!"
atory about the problem of
Better get with it!
Hilarious Bookkeeper bicycle safety ..Their recommend[Name withheld by request] ation was that the only safe thing
to do was to walk bikes wherever
there is much pedestrian· tr.affic.
Pedestrian traffic is heaviest
at class change time on the malls
and also at night when visibility
is quite low.
Bicycle riders, please watch
To the editor:
out for your fellow human beings
I sit quietly in the mini-lounge traveling on foot.
on the third floor of the LanguRobert S. Miller
age and Literature building reDean of Student Development
laxing with a book and a
cigarette when - ~uddenly my
·
heart jumps into my throat. My
skull vibrates and I see fleeting .
.
·
visions of mini-skirts, mohair To the editor:
sweaters, sockhops, · long corriI would like to praise Chief
dors and detention rooms. I Pickles and our campus security
clutch my books to my chest and people for the speed with which
jump from my chair. My saliva they posted the missing person
flows freely.
bulletins for Susan Rancourt.
Whether the jangling bell
Several of my students have
system is used to aid those who also mentioned ~hat they were
cannot tell time or to add a sense surprised and cheered by the fact
of realism to the educational pro- that the campus security had so
cess I can't tell. But any twitches, . rapidly disseminated the picture
jerks, or other nervous idiosyn- and information.
crasies among personnel in the
Please God that it helps and
Mass Media, English, or Langu- that this does not occur again.
To the editor:
age Department are explained
Catherine J. Sands
The "action" people havG ap: by the fact that some of them
Department of Anthropology

'Action'.
people
.'get ,vvith it'

Safe riding?

Save energy,
RIF bel Is

Signs praised
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IArpeggio pauses
by Bob Butterick
Dr. Wayne Hertz, Central Musjc Department chairman and
nationally known clinician, director and music educator will give
down beat to the combined musicianship of the Norad Band and a
1000 voice choir at the opening ceremony of Expo '74 on Saturday,
May 4.
Under the direction of Dr. Hertz the musicians will provide
accompaniment for the fair's opening programs, highlighted by the
attendance of President and Mrs. Nixon. Included in the ceremonies
will be the liberation of thousands of other birds and the release of
50,000 balloons.
UPCOMING EVENTS
May 5 - Joint Senior Recital - George Thurtle, flute
Mary Thurtle, guitar
May 7 - Junior Recital - Diana Champin, piano
May 8 - Combined Concert - Recorders, Russell Ross, directing
Mad,rigal Singers, Barbara Brummett, directing
May 8 - Allied Arts Music Festival
Utah Symphony Orchestra
This 85 member symphony orchestra; internationally known and
recognized as one of the top ten in the nation is scheduled to perform
in Nicholson Pavilion at 8 p.m. May 3. Selections on the agenda
include works of Claude Debussy, Richard Strauss and Ludwig
Beethoven.

SHOE SOLE
CLOGS!
$6.95
2for $12.00
VARIOUS COLORS
AND STYLES

Outraged.by Federal agency,
Taylor will run for Senate seat
by Rik Dalvit
John Wayne Taylor says he is
not running scared. Maybe not,
but he is running uphill in his
write-in independent candidacy
· for the US Senate against
perennial incumbent Warren G.
Magnuson and his Republican
challenger Jack Metcalf.
Why did Taylor tOss pis hat
into the ring? Taylor says his
candidacy was prompted by his
outrage over what he views as
the unreasonable size and unconstitutional power of the federal
government.
Taylor says he wants to make
government smaller and put
many of the regulatory functions
it now has back "in the hands of
the people."
Taylor said that he first
became convinced of the federal
governments "wasteful, licentious, prowling and policing"
when he and a friend operated a
flying school that never quite got
off the ground. "There were so
many forms to fill out, they
wanted to know everything,
agencies of the government that
I'd never heard of asked ques-

tions~ they

had no business
asking." Taylor said that most of
his time was taken up with filling out government forms and
that as a result the business bec~me impossible to operate at a
profit. "It seems to me the
government tries to . en courage
failure," he said.
"I would like the US (and any
country for that matter) to be a
place where men and women can
utterly fail in business or other
personal endeavors knowing that
it was not Uncle Sam's senseless regulations that gave birth
to the failure. On the other hand,
we should work for the day when
men and women can succeed and
know that their prosperity is not
plunder ... taken from the one who
had produced, and given to
another in waiting."
He is against price controls.
"Let the consumer regulate
prices, if something is too high,
don't buy it, and the price will go
down."
Is he a conservative? "I'm an
independent. I'm not a John
Bircher, I have nothing to do
with them and I would never
think of joining them. I doubt if
they'd want a conscientious ob-

jector. I filed _for and got CO
status. I don't think war is the
- way to settle differences between people."
Taylor, 28, is from Wapato, has
been married 8 years and has
four children. He has done a bit
of everything from driving a_
truck to framing houses, to operating the flying school. · He
recently quit his job as a ranch
hand at Horse Heaven Hills near
Prosser to "Have more. time to
meet people and to solicit their
votes and their energy, not only
in my campaign bu.t also in the
effort to restore in the federal
government a proper respect for
the individual's· rights and freedoms and the sovereignty of this
nation."
Like the other John Wayne(Michael Marian Morrison), John
Wayne Taylor is for rugged individualism.
"People remember my name
b~tter if I use my middle name."
He is now attempting to find out
whether they will remember to
write it in on the ballot this fall.
"One question, Mr. Taylor, do
you have any skeletons in your
closet?"
"Nope, Only clothes hangers."

• House Plants
•Cactus &
Succulents
•Mexican
Pottery
• Plant Stands

Thurs, May 9th

, SPECIALS!
TACO
First one ...... 1.89
Second one ......95
2 FOR 2.84

ENCHILADA
First one ..... 1. 79
Second one .....90
2 FOR 2.69
BURRITO
First one
. l.99
Second one . . . 1.00
2 FOR 2.99

MEXICAN TACO BURGER
First one. . . . . . 1.55
Second one .....7P 2 FOR 2.33
COMBINATIOl'~

First one . . . . 1.95
Second one .....98
2 FOR 2.93 .
,

• Seeds & Bulbs
• Terrariums
• Bedding Plants
• Nursury Stock
WILLIAMS
GREEN
HOUSE
-& GIFTS
925-3477
Ci.ty Limits
Dry Creek Rd.

'Helluvamassmeeting' to update revised curriculum
The ··"Helluvamassmeeting"
about the Mass Media Program
at Central is scheduled for Monday, 4 to 6 p.m., SUB 214, to up~
date students about newly revised curriculum.
"Our program .has just gone
through a thorough overhaul and
restructuring of coursework and
career objectives," said Calvin D.
Johnson, program director.
"This, combined with campuswide dilemmas about riffing and
budget revisions, has created a
good deal of confusion among stu. dents about our program and
many others around here. This is
our way of trying to clarify

Lawmakers
disappoint
-lobbyist
Marie Betts, of Central's Political Affairs Commission, has
just returned from Olympia
where she served as a · student
lobbyist in the legislature's April
~ mini-s.ession.
Betts was primarily interested
in seeing house bill 1338, the day
care bill, ·passed. She also worked
for HB 1341, collective bargaining for teachers and SB 3042,
collective bargaining for public
employes . .Both house bills died
but · the senate .bill may become
law when t~ e legislature_reconvenes in January.
Betts was disappointed with
t he work accomplished by t he
lawmakers during the r ecent
mini-session. She cited elect ionyear worries as the primary
cause for internal . problems. ·
"People over there weren't really
'receptive to lobbyists because
there's so many personal power
tr ips going on," she explained.
Next January Betts plans to
serve as a research analyst for
_the Senate Labor Committee,
but promises to continue to work
for day care legislation.
Washington is researching oncam pus day care for the rest of
the nation and Betts hopes ,to get
some funds to improve Central's
facilities. She foels an adequate
day care program will increase .
enrollment here.

Advisor to
recruit Sr.
citizens
Now at work as an advisor for
senior citizens under the Educa- ·
tional Opportunities Program at
Central is Edith McAdam, an experienced volunteer counselor
for senior citizen groups.
She is filling a half-time position approved by the Central
Board of Trustees and will report
to the EOP director, Rodney
Converse. McAdam moved to
Ellensburg four and a half years
ago from Seattle and has been active in work at Ellensburg's Silver Cir-cle Center.
McAdam will help in the recruitment and advisement of seni~r citizens for a growing number
of college programs.

+

the
good
neighbor.

·

The American Red Cross
O...t.t.RT1 ,S,1,.

advertising co ntributed for t he public good

.

"~"
~~

matters about where the ,p'rogram now is and where "it's
headed."
· Johnson emphasized that the
curriculum changes were approved by the college too late for inclusion in the new (1974-75) college catalog. "We'll distribute
copies of-course descriptions and
other material to all who attend,"
Johnson said. "This is particularly important to students who
propose to major or minor in
subjeets such as journalism or
public relations."
' ·
Effective next fall, the Mass
Media Program will focus exclusively on preparing students for

the news and information industry: journalism (print and broadcast) and mass communications
(public relations, corporate and
industrial journalism, government information work plus
some advertising).
~Enrollment in journalism and
mass communications courses
continues to rise nationwide, despite an overall enrollment decline at many colleges and universities," Johnson said. "This
same pattern. is true here at
Central."
"The greatest changes in our
program will be in the area of
broadcast journalism and public

Friday

8:~0

relations," he said. "Thanks to dent, "at leas~ 'drop by to see
the cooperation of the , .:.udio what the inside of the Crier and
· . visual department, we're mov- KCWS look like. Here's a good
ing into the TV newsfilm and TV chance to see first-hand where all
news production .areas. A one- that news and noise come from."
year sequence in public relations · · Among others who will be present to talk with students are:
also is to be offered."
The "Helluvamassmeeting" is William Whiting, editor, Campus
being held directly across the Crier; Dr. Edward Harrin.gton,
hall from the Crier editorial vice president for Academic
offices, which are directly over- Affairs; Dr. John B. Housley,
head from the studios of KCWS, dean of the . School of Arts and
the student radio station.
Humanities; William Lipsky, di"If we can't get you over there rector, College Information Ofto hear about the new look of the fice; and professors Marjorie
Mass Media Program," Johnson Langenes And Roger R. Reynolds
was overheard ·telling one . stu- of the Mass Media ·faculty.
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pm Nicholson Pavilion

UTAH SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Conducted by
ARDEANWATIS

·The Utah Symphony 0-chestro roted as one of the· top
_ten .in the nation Will present an outstr;Jnc!ing program
including selections from

De_bussy, Strauss.and Beethoven.

TICKET PRICES:
I

GENERAL ADMISSION (With ASC -Card)
BLEACHER
MAIN FLOOR
CONCERT PATRON
2 for

l .00
2.00
3.00
10.00
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Hertz to participate in. Expo's _
o pening ceremony
Dr. Wayne Hertz, soon-to-retire chairman of Central's Music
Department, will have an important role in the Saturday opening
ceremonies f.or Spokane's Expo
74.
.
Dr. Hertz will be guest conductor for a 1000-voice choir and the

well-known North American Air
Defense (Norad) Band.
'The singers and musicians
directed by Dr. Hertz will
provide accompaniment to spectacular opening programs for the
world's fair, highlighted by the

presence of President Richard college faculty, is nationally
Nixon.
recognized as a music educfl.t~r.
P~esident Nixon and his wife
Enthusiastic about his role in
will be· joined by scores of other the world's fair inauguration, Dr.
national and state leaders as · Hertz is quick to point out that
participants in the Expo opening. the 11 a.m. Saturday ceremonies
Dr. Hertz, who will retire this will be colorful and impressive. _
year after 36 years service on the Not only will Dr. Hertz direct the
band and chorus but he will give
the downbeat to a team of 100
trumpeters for an entrance fanfare .

Central's Allied Health Dept. to
.sponsor medical ·care .workshop

Approximately 60 to 70 medi- the UW Medical School, will dis- ing director of Community Health
cal profession and governmental cuss the question "Who cares Planning, State Department of
Planning and Community Affairs
leaders will take part in a public about rural health?"
rural health care workshop on
A series of group discussions, and Dr. Jan Carpenter, Central;
Rural Medical Administration
the Central campus May 1 and 2. led by medical, governmental
Governor Dan Evans i~ sche- and academic, leaders will be --- Kurt Fortney and W. Schaap,
duled tentatively to join the held Thursday . morning · with Washington State Hospital Assoworkshop participants at noon reports of those mini-sessions to ciation, and Sister Charlotte·Van
Thursday.
. be presented during the after- Dyke, St. Elizabeth Hospital,
Designed to explore the state's . noon.
Yakima;
needs for health planning and
The seven special discussion
Public Health Medicine in
medical care in rural areas, the topics and group leaders or re- Rural Zones --- Andrew Bishop,
workshop is sponsored By the corders are:
Environmental Health director,
Central Allied Health Science
Medical Technology in Rural Kittitas County, and Meridith
program with assistance of the Health Care --- Sandy Proebstel Blundell, director of Public llealCentral Foundation.
and Dr. Frederick Geisert, Yaki- th Nursing, Kittitas County;
A keynote address by D.r. ma School of Medical Technology
Rural Medical and Scope of M.
Amos P. Bratrude of Omak, and Dr. Robert Pacha, Central; D. Care --- Dr. H. T. Wiegert,
Nursing Roles in Rural Health UW, and Dr. J. W. Devney,
chairman of the State Medical
Association's rural health com- Care --- Dr. D. Geitgey and Taylor-Richardson Clinie, Ellensmittee, will open the workshop's Louise Shores, of UW School of burg;
formal. sessions the evening of N:ursing, and Melva Schmidt,
Volunteer and Private Health
May l in Munson Hall.
director of Nursing, Kittitas Services in Rural Zones --- R.
Dr. Bratrude, a senior partner Valley Memorial Hospital;
Morrison, administrator, Columin the Omak Family Medical CenComprehensive Health Plans bia Basin Health Association,
ter and an associate professor for in Rural Zones --- V. Gibbs, act- Othello.

As part of the ceremonies,
thousands of birds will be
released to fly from the exposition site and 50,000 ;...1alloons will
be sent skyward.
Internationally-known movie
and stage Dal}ny Kaye will take
part in the opening program,
reciting the exposition's credo.
There will be a roll call of nations
involved in the world's fair and a
special flag-raising ceremony.

ARCTIC CIRCLE'S .
SPECIAL: Sunchy May 51h & f\/tonchy May 6th

• Good Food
• Good Service
• Reasonable
Prices·

NSA possible key to lower

WASH

bOok prices, states Gillespie
among other things, buys books
at wholesale prices and sells
them to members of the organization at cost. The non-profit or- ,
ganization also presents students
·with insurance policies, travel
services and detailed information
on other problems concerning
students on campuses throughout the nation.
"Concerning the book prices,"
Gillespie said, "I've been talking
to Wendell Hill the last couple of
weeks about getting the books at
reduced prices. Nothing is definite at this point. Like, we're not
sure if ·students could get the
books at the college bookstor~ or
Do you have what it takes to would have to order them from
another source. This whole thing
be a Central cheerleader?
If you think you do, a new is just speculation."
squad of cheerleaders are now in
the process of being formed for
next year.

Bill Gillespie, omsbudsman for
the ASC, said that he is in the
process of negotiating a plan to
reduce the amount of money students pay for textbooks in the
bookstore by ten per cent.
The ASC recently joined the
National Student Association:
(NSA.), an organization that

c;>o you

have. vvhat
it takes?

According to Jane Wyatt, on~
of the members of this year's
squad, those girls who would like
to turn out for the rally squad are
urged to attend a practice and
orientation meeting. Anyone
who is interested should contact
Wyatt from 11 a.m. to noon or
from 1-2 p.m. in the ASC area of
the SUB. Requirements for applicants
include a 2.0 grade point average
and they ~hould currently be
attending classes at Central.

Students, according .to Gillespie, would have to pay a fee of
two dollars to be eligible for the
reduced prices.
Dues for the NSA are $150 a
year. Asked if the ASC could
ju§.tify spending that much each
year for m~mbership when they
might not be able to afford to
attend the conventions in Seattle, Los Angeles and other cities,
Gillespie said, "Even if we can't
afford to attend the conventions
and that's not definite, the NSA
sends out valuable information
through the mail."
The life insurance policies,
according to Gillespie, will cost
only $80 a year and could cover
the student with up to $100,0QO
coverage.

DAY OR NIGHT
Open til Midnight

Self
Service
Laundry
8th &
Walnut

Next to the Arctic Circle

Brushed,
Printed, Plain

Denim
Muslins

Crepe to
Pantweight Prints

'T' Shirt Knits

Matching
Ribbing

Welcome Students
For Tropfcal Fish and
Aquarium Supplles
Come To .

Overton's
Tropical Fish

tJ25-9166
Located 2 Miles llorth Of
Old V1nt11e .H'w1y On Wilson Creek Road

25e

Golden Needle

Fabric Shop 411 East 3rd 962-9303
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Nationally known symphony toperform at Central
by Darwin Gearey
.
Tomorrow, Central students
and Ellensburg area residents
will have an unprecedented
opportunity to hear a top quality
program of classical music performed by the Utah Symphony.
Considered to be one of the finest
symphonies in the nation, the
·symphony will perform at 8:15 in
Nicholson Pavilion under the
direction of Ardean W. Watts.
Tickets cost one . dollar for
students, two dollars for adults
and three dollars for reserved
seats. Also available are concert
sponsor tickets at two for $10.
According to Dr. Wayne
Hertz, chairman of Central's
Department of Music, "this will
be a well balanced program, we
are very fortunate to have arl
opportunity to attend a performance of such high quality." He
indicated that the acoustical properties of Nicholson Pavilion
would be more than adequate for
the occasion.
The symphony will begin with
two nocturns by Claude Debussy; "Clouds" and "Festivals."
This will be followed by "Don
Juan," a tone poem by Ricard
Strauss. The third selection will
be Beethovens "Symphony #3 in
E flat Major, [Eroica)."
The Utah Symphony has an
interesting history. Maurice Abravanal came to Utah in 1947 as
musical director and conductor of
the Utah Symphony. He found a
fledgling orchestra which had
just completed its' first year as a
professional ensemble. There
had been several forerunners to
the Utah Symphony dating back
to early Mormon pioneer history
a century earlier. Since its
auspicious "first concert" on May
8, 1940, the symphony has
functioned without interruption.
But in 1946, the orchestras

forward looking board set out to
create in Utah something more
tqan a community orchestra.
A total of ten concerts were
the extent of the seasons activities of the orchestra. Mr. Abravanel came to conduct for one
season on a trial basis. It was
love at first sight, both for the
maestro and community. He .
stayed to see the Utah Symphony through its' aevelopment
into a major orchestra. '
The Utah Symphony performs
170 concerts annually and travels
through a region of more than a .
quarter million square miles.
The symphony first moved
into the national and international spotlight in 1957 when it began
recording on the Westminister
label, then later Vanguard and
Vox. As the orchestras record
library grew and sales · boomed
critics were amazed at the
quality of the finished product.
"Make no mistake about it, this is
a great orchestra," wrote a
London critic in Records and
Recording.
The Friday concert will be ,
conducted by the associate con- ·
ductor of the symphony, Ardean
Watts. Watts has been called a
"one man music factory." In
addition to his conducting responsibilities, Watts is the official music director and conductor
of "Ballet West," as well as being
executive and stage director of
the University of Utah Opera
Company. He is the official
pianist of the Utah Symphony.
Born in 1928 in Kanosh Utah,
Watts received his BA degree at
Brigham Young University and
his MA at the Universtiy of
Utah. He continued·his studies at
the Academy of Music in Vienna
and is now associate Professor of
Music at the University of Utah.

"I BELIEVE IN MUSIC" Dr. Wayne Hertz,
chairman of the music department sits good
naturedly astride a cello in anticipation of the

Utah Symphony's Friday night perform~ce at
8:30 in Nicholson Pavilion.
[photo by Brian PugneUi]

Organically grown ...

BIG ORANGES
More Flavorable, Juicier and Better!
Other organically grown fruit also available.

BETTER LIFE
NATURAL FOODS
111 West 6th 925-2505

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR

MotherS Day is
on its way. ••
~ 490iAPR'74 M.P. 61

HAVE YOUR SELECTION
GIFT WRAPPED FREE

HEADQUARTERS
For
•

Pre-Recorded Tapes

•

Records

•
•
•

Stereos
Needles
Repair Service

AT

DEAN'S
417 N. Pearl Downtown 925-1828

Gas Guard
will .prevent
siphoning
The new· non-metal Gas-Guard
prevents gasoline siphoningtheft
from automobiles.
Made ~f polyethylene plastic in
a conical shape, Gas-Guard can
be installed without the use of
tools and without danger of
causing sparks.
Compressed for easy insertion
into gasoline filler neck, the unit
when released, returns to its original shape to wedge against
. vent tube. The vent tube prevents further insertion into gasoline filler neck~ flange on neck
prevents withdrawal.
The installed Gas-Guard prevents entry of a siphon hose but
allows unrestricted flow of gasoline into the tank.
Gas-Guard cannot rust or corrode like metal, and requires no
maintenance or replacement.
Available from Wisdom House
Enterprises, 2076 Bliss Street,
Compton, California 90220, at
$1.98, postpaid. Satisfaction is
guaranteed.

Volu!teer.
The National Center
· 'fur \.bluntary Action
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Environmental Studies offer.
new innovation to educational
system by alternating teachers
by Lisa Fischer
The Environmental Studies
Program at Central is _set up on
an individual basis for each student. Associate Professor of Geography Dr. Ken Hammond ex- ·
plained, "Every student has a different background, there is no
preferred students background .
although_some may have one that
lends itself better to the program. Any student who comes to
us will have assistance in tailoring a program to fit his specific
·need&."
Environmental studies is not a
complete department in a~d of itself. Dr. George Macinko, co-ordinator works with faculty from
anthropology, geography, eco-

nomics, biology and physics.
The three h•sic courses taught
in the program are team taught
by the three professors. According to Dr. Hammond the reason
for this is, "So the student will be
able to look at the problem from
more than one point of view. He
will be able to see the problem in
different lights each of which
may give him a greater under·
standing."
The three basic courses are
Resources and Man, Earth as an
Ecosystem and Environmental
Management.
These courses may fill breadth
requirements. A student can receive. a major or a minor degree
in this area.
·

illri~W~l1&~ (j\~

*Rtf'AI RS-YOU MflY -WATCH
*-§"-ALES- NO Hl-PR£55URE PITCH
*PARTS -·FOR ALL BIKES
*REPUTATION-A5K ANYONE
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Dr. Hammond said that it is a
program which "not every student would want to do or be capable of doing." A typical major
would consist of 60 hours "because they need a broad background to be capable of working
successfully in the field."
In the last few years the federal government has· become concerped about our resources in
this country. According to Dr.
Hammond, "There is no way of
knowing if environmental stud·
ies will increase or decrease."
People that have graduated
with a degree in environmental
studies have gorie into management, teaching and resource ·
planning. Many help with environmental impact statements.
The program itself works with
hypothetical situations and not
the actual processes.
The Environmental Studies
Program also offers a resource
,c enter at Cispus on White Pass.
The center used to be a Job Corp
Center but was taken over by the
state as an outdoor learning area.
It is a completely self-contained
center. it is equipped with
modern facilities and is operated
by the State Office of Public Instruction to offer environmeptal
·education experiences for the
school children of the state. Central is the only college to have
staff there. The college and public school children interact in a
field setting.

Feminist Alliance
A Selected Bibliography of Women
by Darlene Thomas
Historically, there has been a tendency to selectively deny women
the credit due them for their contributions to society. Recently,
more attention is being focused on women. Re-evaluation of present
and past history is necessary then to realistically view human
progress.
Numerous books are now available which deal with the political,
social, economic and health spheres of women's lives. The following
bibliography is selective rather than exhaustive.
Adam's Rib. Ruth Iierschberger. Analysis of a~t~eminine sex-role
stereotypes.
Art and Sexual Politics. (ed.) Thomas Hess & Elizabeth Baker.
Interviews with women artists.
Bitching. Marion Meade.
The Black Woman--An Anthology. (Ed.) Toni Cade. Black women ,
speak out.
The Bold New Women. (ed.) Barbara Alson Wasserman.
Collection of modern female writers.
Born Female: The High Cost of Keeping Women Down. Carolin~
·Bird.
Combat in the Erogenous Zone. Ingrid Bengis. Writings on love,
hate and sex.
Coming of Age. Simone de Beauvoir. Definitive study of the uni-'
versal problem of growing old.
The Descent of Woman. Elaine Morgan. Sexual evolution of the
human race.
. The Dialectic of Sex. Shulamith Firestone. The case for feminist
revolution.
Feminine Mystique. Betty Friedan.
Feminism: The Essential Historical Writings. (ed.) Miriam
Schneir. Essays, fiction, memoirs and letters by major feminists
from Mary Wollstonecraft to Virginia Woolf.
The First Sex. Elizabeth Gould Davis. Women's contributions to
civilization.
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. Maya Angelou.
Lesbian Women. Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon. Personal and social
study written by founders of Daughters of Bilitis.
Male Chauvinism: How It Works. Michael Corda. D.eals with the
economics of sexism.
Man's World, Woman's Place. Elizabeth Janeway. Study in social
mythology.
Masculine/Feminine. Betty Roszak and Theodore Roszak.
Readings in sexual mythology and the liberation of women.
The Natural Superiority of Women. Ashley Montagu. A noted
anthropologist destroys the myth of male supremacy.
Origin of the Family. Friedrich Engels.
Our Bodies--Ourselves. Boston Women's Health Collective.
Rights ·of Women. Susan Ross. Basic ACLU guide to women's
rights.
A Room of One's Own. Virginia Woolf.
Second Sex. Simone de Beauvior. One of the first manifestos of
the liberated woman.
Sexual Politics. Kate Millet. Classic study of the treatment of
.
women in literary tradition.
Sisterhood is Powerful. (ed.) Robin Morgan. The major anthology
of writings from past and present militant feminists.
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'Commun ityDa~ on ·Caring'
include films, speakers, music

1

"Community Days on Car- title of the Rev. Leon "Punky" addresses are Friday in the SUB
ing" begins today and runs McDougall speech at 11 a.m. at small ballroom.
through tQmorrow with a full the county courthouse. McDouMusic is also playing a more
slate of activities scheduled for gall ·is chaplain for the California important part in the caring
both days.
Youth' Authority.
symposium this year according
Films, speakers, discussion,
As director of special pro- to Wise. Exchanges- between
~usic and dance are to run - gram~ for the Bellevue Schools, .Ellen-s burg High and the college
almost continuously for the next Dr. Les Abbenhouse, has opened occurred earlier this week with
two days, acco~ding to Don Wise, a new elementary school that is a both school's stage bands playing
co-chairperson of the symposium replica of. the old one room to the other school's students.
with Hellen Isreal. ·
schoolhouses. Dr. Abbenhouse
Central's Jazz Choir will be
Dr. ' Leo Buscaglia, associate will be speaking on "Caring Can appearing in the SUB Pit today
professor of education at the Be Institutionalized; and Ele- at noon, followed by the String
University of Southern Califor- mentary and College/University Quartet at 2 p.m. in the SUB
nia, will deliver the keynote Sample," tomorrow in the SUB Lair. The College State Band #1
will be in the Pit at noon
address t~night at 7:30 in the small ballroom at 3 p.m.
SUB Small Ballroom. His topic
Returning for the second year Friday.
.
will be "What Is Essenti~l ls to the Caring Symposium are
A special added feature this
Invisible to the Eye."
Myles Anderson, vice president year will be a participation
Tomorrow he will be speak~ for student life at Gonzaga workshop entitled, "Dancing ..
ing at the high school on llniversity and Mel Jordon, Sharing... Moving... Caring... " led
~'Learning to Love" at 9:15 a.m.
co-ordinator of counseling ,ser- by Orchesis, Central's Modern
The combined student bodies of vices at Central Oregon Com- dance group, today from 3-5 p.m.
Thorp, Kittitas, Easton High munity College. The "Psychology in the SUB Large Ballroom.
Another group participation ·
Schools will join w.ith Morgan of Caring" is Anderson's topic at
Junior High . at the Ellensburg 1 p.m. Jordon will be speaking on presentation, "Sensory AwakenHigh School.
"Trusting ourselves and Caring ing," will take place tomorrow
All day today films will be for Others," at 2 p.m. Both from 1-3 p.m. in College SUB 104.
shown continuously in the small
ballroom from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.with a break at 7 p.m. for Yakima
River slides and- Buscaglia's
presentation.
T~e films include two specials
with John Denver's, ''Rocky .
Moutain Bighorn Sheep" and the
"Eagle and the Hawk." WC
Fields will be featured in three
other short films that include
"The Fatal Glass of Beer, The
Pharmacist and the Barbershop."
"Umberto D," a powerful film
about an old man and his dog and
how they face the problems of
growing old. A 1_1umber of
animated, experimental and feature shorts will also be on the
program.
To make the activities of the
day more accessible to parents,
a free child care service is being
offered. Staffed by qualified
students from the Early Childhood Education Department, the
service will operate from 6:30 to
9 tonight and from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. tomorrow in Room 106 of
Hebeler .Elementary School on
the college campus.

Everybody in
your Byzantine
History class speaks
Byzantine• . ·
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington *OLY*®
All Olympia empties are recyclable

Over 30 community and college service organizations and
. clubs will be displaying the work
of their groups in · the SUB Pit
tommorrow from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday, according to Nancy Olson
who is chairing that particular
event.
·

/

The groups to ·display include
the Red Cross, the Silver Circle
Center, Boy Scouts, Try II and
The Friendly Place.
In addition to Buscaglia, seven
other speakers will be attending
the symposium.
"Where to Turn" is the title of
an address by Don Hawker,
public relations manager for
General Telephone, to be delivered at a Chamber of Commerce
luncheon at the Thunderbird
Resturant noon today. Hawker
will also be on ha,nd, as will other
symposium speakers, for a number of discussions to be held at
the college anll the high school.
Caring is formally listed among the goals and objectives for
students at the Indian Valley
College in California. The presidenf co-ordinator of the arts and
humanities program at this
school, Ernie Berg and Grace
Mitchell will be on hand to
present a "Profile of the Caring
College" at 11 a.m. in the SUB
:Small Ballroom. Mitchell will also
speak on "Ladies in Waiting" at 9
;a~m. Friday in the same location.
"Drugs and Religion" is the

TU[.
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Schedule for
'Canng·
.
I

Thursday, May 2
Continuous films in order of appearance. . . . . . . 9 a.m. - 11 p.m.
"W.C.Fields movies, The Eagle and The Hawk, Umberto D.
Experimental, animated, and feature shorts, Rocky Mountain
Bighorn Sheep."
College SUB Small Ballroom
by Mike Reichert
Last week, the Crier ran a front page story on
the new ASC budget. The story wascomprehensive, factual and more than all ·of the above,
typical. When I say typical I want it understood
that I am not talking about the style of reporting
I am talking about the news the story covers.
For the second time, the people with the
money have elected to eliminate from the
budget, all extra activities of minority students
on campus.
At first glance my criticisms may seem unfair
due to the fact that ethnic studies is ·not the only
program left. "moneyless" in next year's budget.
Also eliminated from the ASC pocketbook is fine
arts. But at first glance some things remain
hidden. For instance last, ethnic studjes
received no money at all.
I can hear the ASC people screaming all the
way up to the Crrnr office. "Ethnic Studies
Program did too get money last year! Just look
at the fact sheet! They got $629!"
Well, the . truth of the matter is that the
money that ethnic studies got last year was no
more than what they didn't spend two years
ago. In other words, they didn't spend all of
their money in the 72-73 academic year so they
had $629 left over. That's what you see on the
73-7 4 budget.
.
So realistically speaking, the Ethnic Studies
Program has received no money from the ASC
for the past two years. What exactly does this
budget cut mean? It means the elimination of
funds for the BSC (Black Students Of Central),
the Native American club and other organizations that involve minority groups.
I talked with the members Q.f the ethnic
studies staff to get their reaction to the budget
cuts. The reaction was nearly the same from all

of them .. They were not surprised and in . fact
many of them expected something like this to
happen.
As Phill Briscoe, lecturer in black studies and
racism puts it, " I don't want to sound like a
pessimist but I've come to expect these things
from organizations and administrations. I mean
non-white people are no longer marching in the
street and threatening white folk. So the white
folk think that the problems are all taken care
of. They start to take money away from things
because nobody's putting pressure on them."
So it boils down to the same old hat. Pressure
talks. What happened to the basic premise of
"do it cause it's right?" I mean, is it right to allot
over $70,000 to athletics when a good
percentage of students do not use the facilities
or if they do use them it is only because they are
requir.ed to do so by the registrar's office?
Anofher point that I find questionable is the
fact that people directly involved in handing out
the money, namely the president and the two
vice presidents of ASC, take away over $4400 a
year between them. Now I'm not a mathematician but that figures out to be about $1466 each
for the nine month academic year.
I would like to hear the justification for that
because as of now I have been unable to find
someone who can explain it to me.
Yes, I d9 think that more money should go to
ethnic studies. That department, using measures to hold expenses down, is bringing to this
campus an event of nation wide importance in
the fields of art and literature. Namely the
"Third World Arts and Workshop - ~..estiyJtl"
scheduled to run May 13 through 18. They are
. doing it with a grant but the question is, should
they haye to? Where should the ASC fit in?

Third World Arts Workshop Festival
Calendar of Events
Eleven Concurrent workshops at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. daily
Daily noon happenings
Evening performances, symposium, lectures,
readings at 7:30 daily.
Participating artists .in residence are: Rudollo Anaya, fiction;
Frank Chin, drama and fiction; Victor Hernandez ·Cruz, poetry;
Lawson Inada, poetry; Alex Kuo, poetry; Richard Lyons, fiction;
Neil Parsons, art and painting; Ishmael Reed, fiction and poetry;
James Welch, poetry; Al Young, fiction and poetry.
Those enrolled in the Ethnic Studies 440, Third World Writer's
Workshop, or paying the $45 registration ·fee can submit
manuscripts for con.s ideration by the participating artist in
residence.

WHO HONDA
._
CAN CALL
ANYWHERE IN
THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON
AFTER 11 PM
TO 8 AM FOR
ONLY 57ct
FOR 3 MIN?

YOU

That's whof. •• Enjoy-_tr .

ELLENSBURG
TELEPHONE
COMPANY

'"Punky McDougall, "Drugs and Religion" ................ 1 p.m.
SUB Small Ballroom
Discussion with Myl~s Anderson .............._........ 2 p.m.
Discussion with Mel Jordan .. ~ ......................... 2 p.m.
String Quartet ........................................ ·2 p.m.
SUB Lair
"Dancing ... Sharing ... Moving ... Caring... " ............... 3-5 p.m.
A participation workshop led by Orchesis, CWSC's dance group.
College SUB Large Ballroom.
Mel Jordan, "Trusting Ourselves and Caring for Others" ... 3 p.m.
SUB Small Ballroom
Discussion with Punky McDougall ...................... 4 p.m ..
SUB 210
Discussion with Don Hawker ................... .' ...... 4 p.m.
SUB 204
.
Yakima River Slide Show ............................... 7 p.m.
Small Ballroom
Leo Buscaglia, "What is Essential is Invisible to the Eye" .. 7:30 p.m
Small Ballroom

Friday, May 3
Les Abbenhouse with Jim Parsley...................... 8 a.m.
College, Black Hall
Grace Mitchell, "Women in Education" ................... 9 a.m.
College SUB Small Ballroom

Disc~ssion with symposium speakers ................ .: .. 10 a.m.
Grace Mitchell, SUB 204-5
Punky McDougall, SUB 206
Don Hawker, SUB 207
John Stewart, "Interpersonal Communication in Personal Growth"
11 a.m.
SUB 103
Grace Mitchell and Ernest Berg, luncheon with Education Advisory
Council ............................................ 11:30
SUB 103
Myles Anderson, "Psychology of Caring" ................ 1 p.m.
SUB 104
Films at Ellensburg Public Library .................... 1-5 p.m.
Mel Jordan, "Trusting Ourselves and Caring for Others" .... 2 p.tp.
SUB 204-205
Discussion with Les Abbenhouse ......................... 2 p.m. ·
SUB 210
Discussion with Myles Anderson ....................' ... 2 p.m.
SUB 206
.
Les Abbenhouse, "Caring Can Be Institutionalized" ..... 3 p.m. ·
SUB Small Ballroom
Panel discussion with alf participants ................. 4 p.m.
SUB Small Ballroom

.

DIRT BIK~S

~
TRAIL 811\ES

. MtNiBtKES

ON/OFF ROAD BIKES

~·
..

HONDALINE

ROAD B1KES

All the many worlds of
motorcycling in one place.
MORE MODELS • MORE SERVICE
MORE ACCESSORIES • MOR~ PARTS

Your roommate
has a $2,000 stereo
and four Donny
Osmond albums•
You owe yourself an Oly.

JOHNSON'S HONDA
410 N. Main 925-3146

FnNn Ml9MY ID Mini,Hoftda has it all.

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington *OLY*®
All Olympia empties are recyclable
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Yakima River to· feel 9redge of TRY II
~y Bill Kirby
Students who believe in ecology will have the chance to put
their plastic garbage bag where
their mouths are as the TRY II
organization spends May 11 in
the annual clean up of the
Yakima River.
This will mark the seventh
annual clean up of the river by
various organizations. This is the
second year that TRY (The River
is Yours) committee has sponsored the event.
Last year, according to committee chairman, Roger Ferguson, some 250-300 students from
local high schools, community

colleges and Central helped to viding bags and containers to
clean up the 40-odd miles of the hold the garbage and to provide
Yakima that were selected for co-operation with . other state
the trash removal effort.
agencies.
Ferguson said that the volunFor those who work on the
teers. will be broken up into beautification project, the comgroups according to the amount munity will again provide a free
of effort that /would be involved bar-b-que for the workers. The
in the garbage removal for that . cost .o f the beef is coming from
area. Ferguson also said that · community donations and is
three flotillas of river floaters being cooked by the local Field
will be going down the river ·to and Stream Club.
Those who would like more inpick up any trash that may be out
of reach . of the shore-based · formation on TRY II are urged to
crews.
call Ferguson at 963-1030, or to
As of last year's TRY I, the attend the next TRY committee
State Department of Ecology has meeting, Tuesday, May 7 in SUB
assisted the local clean up by pro- 204-205 at 4 p.m.

River racers prepare for event
There will be a rash of UFO
sightings May 18. UFO in · this
case is "unidentified floating objects" as Kennedy Hall presents
"The 5th Annual Greater Yakima
Rivet Raft and/or Floating Objects Race."
·
Kennedy Hall sponsors the
annual event which has drawn
scores of entrants .over the past
few years. According to race

committee chairman Roger Ferguson, approximately 100 floater~ made it through the course
last year. Also making the racing
scene were some 350 people who
lined the banks of the river.
This year's race will extend.
from the Thorp Bridge to the
slide area on the old Cle Elum
highway: Registration will start
at 10:30 on the morning of the

start with the starting flag
dropping at 12:30 p.m. For the
convenience of the prospective
be
race'rs, pre-registration
held at Kennedy Hall and in the
Pit area of the SUB during the
preceding week.
For further information call
Kennedy Hall at 963-2130 (Joe or
Doug) or 963-1030 (Garry, Brian
or Ferg).
·

will

SEARCH BRIEFING Kittitas County Sheriffs Officer D. J. Haley
and CWSC Police Chief Al Pickles go over a map of the Central
campus in preparation for the search now underway for missing
Central coed Susan Elaine Rancourt. Haley's office was called into
the case Monday by Pickles. Explorer Search and Rescue units are
now making an intensive grid search of Ellensburg.
·
[photo by Brian Pugnetti]
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the utah symphony

may 8
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concert

may 8-9

humanities symposium

may 8-9
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dance

may 6-17. nevv. photographies
may 10-18
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may ~2
may 23
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925-4598
6 45
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cvvsc band concert
drama festival
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cwsc orchestra
cvvsc choir
925-3266
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celebrating the arts and humanities
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* Accessories
THE FORD PAVILION at Expo '74 has the same dome as topped
their Seattle exhibit in Seattle in 1962. [Photo by Scott Lewis)

Radio Shack
114 East 3rd

962-9548

A Matched Pair.

The Denim Look
in 'both
·Shirts and Pants.
We have denim and more denim!
Seafarers, Lee, Wrangler.
Cuffs - Zipper Front Button Fronts - You Name It!

Just Arrived
20 doz. new Spring and Summer

Halter Tops
For Those Lazy
Summer Days Aheadl

Spokal'.1e to celebrate Expo's
Saturday opening with music
and concern for environment
and traveling miles to see how has authorized Northwest enerby Scott H. Lewis
SPOKANE - In just two short Spokane is "Celebrating Tommor- gy administrator Jack Robertson
days Expo '74, this town's row's Fresh, New Environment." to say there'll be enough gas in .
Not to say that · a statewide Spokane for the six-month run of
biggest celebration eve:i-. will
open with the tolling of every mass-transit network shoulrl the fair to insure all who come
church bell, gong and chime in the have been constructed by the can fill up for the trek home.
fair, but there really doesn't However, getting the fuel for the
city.
Thousands of homing pigeons seem to be any quick and easy trip to Spokane at affordable
(the fair's management has way of getting to Spokane from prices may be quite another
anywhere in the Pacific North- thing.
promi~ed city residents that they
will go home) will be released. In west-except Spokane.
Now, once in Spokane, where
all, with these events. and the
There are really only four to stay? Rumors have been flying
appearance of President and ways to get to Spokane or that the hotel situation is grim.
Mrs. Nixon, the first day of the a~ywhere else: air, train, bus or Not so. says Expo's _Hospitality
exhibition promises to be quite a car. Air travel costs about double Services Office: The better-class
show.
anything else so it is usually out downtown inns are pretty well
The fair's theme, an environ- of the question for most college · spoken for, but there still exists .
amplE:'. space in other hotels.
mental one, .is carried out exten- students.
The train takes the longest
sively on the fairgrounds. HowFor students on a budget,
ever off the grounds, quite time, six long hol.lrs from Ellens- there are also two youth hostels
another situation is seen. The burg with only one train a day . . in the city, offering low-cost
environmental exposition has not The cost for the train is more accomodations. The Spokane
cast any plans for :r:nass transit than the bus, which is probably , Youth Hostel will sleep 250 in
from around the state. Thus, the cheapest mode of all consid- dormatory-like rooms on Army
people will be climbing into their ering fuel prices and availability. cots. Bring sleeping bags to top
Energy Czar Willia~ Simon the cots in this one. These go for
ga~-gulpin~, s·mog-belching autos
$2 per night. The Lutheran
Youth Hostel will be open from
June 15 to August 18, offering
similar accomodations to the
Spokane Youth Hostel for $2.50 a
night. This spot will take · 40
persons.
If you are traveling in a large
group, there is J. chance of being
able to book yourself a local
college dormatory, at undisclosed but probably very moderate prices.
For information and reservations for youth hostels, call Expo
'Hospitality ·services, Sue Stone,
Spokane, at (509) 456-5550.
Safe, Clean storage for y~ur
Opening day at E:JfpO could be
interesting indeed. If large numhousehold goods and
bers of persons turn out, it could
be a spectacular but troublesome
personal effects
debut. There just doesn't look
like there is as much space for
people ·on this 100-acre site as
during summer vacation.
there was during the 1962
Seattle World's Fair.
,
Hopefully
what
happened
durReasonable rates.
ing Seattle's exposition won't
happen on Expo's opening day.
Free estimates.
Rumors spread that the Century
21 fairgrounds would be gorged,
that there would be immense
influx of suburbanites heading
for downtown. With these speculations flying about, opening day
Phone 925-9666 508 West 3rd
came and there were sparse
crowds .... everyone had left town.

STORAGE

LICENSED AND BONDED
BY THE STATE
OF WASHINGTON

ROBBINS MAYFLOWER

ICatalog
Christian Science
The CSCO will have a general
meeting each Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in their new location, SUB
206.
.
Raft race
Kennedy Hall presents "The
5th Annual Greater Yakima
River Raft and/or Floating Objects Race" on May 18 starting at
the Thorp Bridge, with the race
beginning at 12 :30 p.in. Pre-re-.
gistration will start at 10:30 at
the starting site or during the
proceeding week in the SUB pit
or at Kennedy Hall. Trophies will
be awarded in seven divisions.
River clean-up
The Annual Yakima River
clean-up will be held Saturday,
May 11. Any an~ all people who
would like to help out the ecology
of the area are urged to turn out
arid help., Sponsored by TRY II
and the Department of Ecology.
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Lost Keys
AU lost keys should be returned to the key room through the
campus mail free of charge. Don't
hold keys waiting for someone to
ask for them.
If you loose your keys check
with the Key Room in the
Physical Plant Services building.
963-2927.
TRY II
An organization meeting for
TRY II, "The River is Yours,"
will be planning the clean-up of
the Yakima River on May 11. The
planning sessions will be on
Mondays at . 4 p.m. in SUB
204-205. All wishing to help are
asked to attend.
Christian Fellowship
The Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m. on
Monday in the Muzzall Hall
lounge.
Pool tourney
Central recreation is sponsoring a pool tournament May 9 in
the SUB games room. Matches
will start at 7 p.m. with warm up
and registration starting at 6
p.m.
Vets union
A general informative meeting of the Veterans Student
Union will be held on May 9 at
2:30 p.m. in SUB 107.

B.E.O.G. Applications
Application for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program for the 1974-75 school year
are now available in the Office of
Financial, Barge 209. The Basic
Education Opportunity Grant
Program will be open to fresh~
men and sophomore students for
the 1974-75 school · year
program will be available to any
student who started his post high
SIMS
school education after April l,
Student International Medita1973. Applications for the Basic tion Society will meet each MonEducational Opportunity Grant day at 7:30 in SUB 210. The will
Program will be in addition to be a tape by Maharishi ·Mahesh
those applications students are Yogi and group meditation.
presently filling for regular student financial aid through the
W.W. II Dying films
Office of Financial Aid at CenThe AFROTC Department will
tral. Basic Educational Oppor-. sponsor a festival of World War
tunity Grants will range up to II aerial documentary and com$800 for the 1974-75 school year. bat movies. There will not be any
If a student has questions charge and is open to all W.W. II
concerning the Basic Education- buffs and flying enthusiasts.
al Opportunity Grant program,
please contact the Office of
Scholarship awards assembly
Financial Aid.
The Annual Scholarship and
Commencement
Award Assembly sponsored by
Any student who is eligible to ~he Office of Financial Aid will be
participate in commencement on May 21 in Grupe Conference
has not cleared it through the C~nter between 4 and 5 p.m. Any
Registrar's Office must do so by organization or department that
May 3.
wil~ be offering scholarships or
Memorial Day holiday
awards to students for the 1974The Memorial Day Holiday 75 school year and who wish to
which is listed as May 30, 197 4, in participate in the Awards Asthe class schedule book is incor- sembly are encouraged to conrect. Memorial Day will be tact the Office of Financial Aid,
officially observed on Monday, · Barge 209 or call 3-1611 before
May 27, 1974. Please disregard May 14th . .
the May 30 holiday date.
Catalog Deadline
Items· submitted for the catalog section of the Crier should be
into the Crier office by the
Friday before the next week's
pap~r. The absolute deadline is
Monday for the issue that comes
out Thursday. Items received
for the catalog after Friday can
only be . accepted on a space
:ivailable basis.

National Defense Loans
If you received a National Defense or National Direct Student
Loan while you attended Central,
it is necessary that you complete
an exit interview before leaving
campus. Please come to the
Office of Student Accounts, second floor Mitchell Hall or call
963-3546 to arrange for an interview.

'Let's all go ~
to the
~
Dairy
Qu.e·en'.I
I

10th & Alder
925-6707

Soccer club
Central's Soccer Team is now
playing against other college a:pd
group teams 'across the state.
Any guys who would still like to
try out for the team are urged to
turn out daily on the practice
field behind the pavilion from
3:30 to 5 p.m.
Camp Fire camp counselor
· interviews
Interviews for Ellensburg
Camp Fire Camp Counselors will
be held May 7 (Tuesday) from 8
a.m. to 12 noon in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge 209. Must
be high school graduates, have
camping experience and youth
work experience. Salary: $120
for three weeks plus room and
board for the month of . July,
1974. Make appointments for
interviews at Office of Financial
.Aid.
CSO Workshop
A Christian Science workshop
with the Regional Assistant will
be conducted at 2 p.m. in SUB
104 on May 6. For private
appointments call 963-2937. ·
Job interviews
Please sign up in Barge 105 a
week before the interview for an
appointment. May 3;- Kelso
School District. May 7; US Small
Business Administration, for
business/economics majors. May
10; Burroughs Wellcome Co., for
pharmac~utical consultants.

Production lab ·
Financial aid applications
The production lab is open
for 1974-75
Sunday through Thursday from 7
Students planning to apply for
to 9 p.m. Location ·is in Bouillon financial aid for ·the 197 4-75
Library 222.
school year are asked to pick up
their application forms in the
Orchesis
Office of Financial Aid, 209 Barge
Central's performing dance Hall. Although the deadline
group, Orchesis, will give its dates have passed, the Office of
spring show May 8, 9 and 15, 16 Financial Aid will continue acat 8:30 p.m. in the Threepenny_. cepti.ng a~plications and awards
Playhouse. Admission is free and of aid will be made as funds
open to all students. New mem- allow.
Orchesis dance workshop
hers are welcomed.
Jug band
Orchesis, Centr~l's performing
Those interested in forming a dance group, will sponsor a
jug band for next year are urged participation workshop for the
to call Harley at 963-3256. "Community D3:ys on Caring."
Needed are guitar and singer, The ~orkshop will be from 3 to 5
fiddle, washboard, percussion p.m. m the SUB ballroom on May
2.
and .banjo players.

Send Moina care

Package
.

Send her the FTD Sweet Surprise
• for Mother's Day (May 12th).
.

Sweet Surprise,

arranged,
usually available
for less than

Christian Science Organization
General meetings of the CSO
will be held each Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in SUB 206.
Safe Boating
For safe river floating this
year on the Yakima any and all
people are urged to pick. up a
copy of "The River Virgin's
Guide to Safe Floating ." Copies
may be found in the SUB Rental
Shop or in SUB 102.
Paperback exchange
The Tradin' Post is available in
the College library for the
. exchange of paperback books.
Bring one that you have finished
and trade it for one on the rack.
Don't throw them away, give
them to the Tradin' Post.

Sweet Surprise,

planted,
usually available
for less than

*As an independent
businessman, each

Send it today. It
couldn't be easier.
Just call or visit
your nearby FTD Florist. Tell him
you want the FTD Sweet Surprise~M
One's all flowers ... the other, growing
plants with flower accents. !30th
come in dainty hand-painted ceramic
flower buckets. An Extra Touch™
gift she'll love. Your FTD Florist can
se:id your Sweet Surprise almost
anywhere in the U.S. or Canada.

FTD fv4ermer Aorist
sets his oWl'l prices.
o 1974 A~rists'

Trans'M:>rld Delivery

-

"Your Extra Touch Aorist"

AQCHEQY ~POKEN HEQE
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Orchesi's plans panorama
A pariorama of dance styles "from past to future," including folk,
ballet, jazz, tap and even belly dancing, is peing put together by
members of Central's modern dance club Orchesis for presentation
in the Three Penny Playhouse May 8, 9, 15 and 16. Members of Orchesis bend themselves each year to a vigorous,
artistic demonstration of how the body can blend stylish sounds and
beautiful movements. The theme of this year's . productio.n is _
"Dance: The Universal Cycle."
Curtain time for Orchesis nights is 8:30. There is no admission fee.
Solo performances will be offered by Jan Mejer, Christie Brown,
Bev Shotts and Kelly Donnely. A Shakespearean dance is
scheduled. Also, A Folk Suite that includes a highland fling and
Spa~ish and Hungarian dances.
Orchesis night is part of the School of Arts and Humanities'
month-long pageant of cultural events under tlie title "Sight, Sound,
and Symbol. . . Celebrating The Arts and Humanities."
Rehearsal-Kathy Zodrow and Michele Little of Orchesis rehearse for their upcoming recital.

You told your new
roommate you dig
·B.B.King and he
thinks slie's great
too.
You O\Ve.yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington •oL Y*®
All Olympia empties are recyclable · -

Central undergraduate studies
early settlement of Lake Cushman
by Lisa Fischer
Spring quarter 1973 junior,
Larry Overland, traveled to
Mason County to work on an individual study program. This
program made him the first student at Central who ever got
anything published while still an
undergraduate.
Overland's research is known
as "primary research." A topic
that hasn't had a great deal of
work published on it. For this
project he received 17 credits
worth of work - 12 in history and
5 in geography, both are his
majors.
During winter quarter of '73
Overland worked closely with

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Our· way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
-but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration.
~you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the Msts of your medical education. More, you'll
recei~ a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling,
.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a professional
environment tbat is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
An environr:nent which keeps you in contact with
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on
your sp~cialty. Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical achievements happening right where you
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treatment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research.
And if you've read this far, you may be interested
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll
. supply them .
'

r-----------------------,
~6~~d Forces Scholarships

Z-CN-44

Universal City, Texas 'Z.8148
I desire information for the following program : Army D
Navy D Air Force D Medical/Osteopathic D Dental D
Veterinary• D Podiatry D Other (please specify)

I
I
I
I
I
I

(please print)
Soc. Sec.#
Address
City
State

Zip

Eni;olled at
(school)
To graduate in
Date of birth

(month)
(month)

(year)

(degree}

(day)

•veterinary not available in Navy Program.

(year)
,

-----------~------~----~

ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE

DEDICATED TO MEDICINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT

Dr. Earl Glauert, history and
Otto Jakubek, associate professor of geography. Overland stated that it was worth about 5
credits just to plan out his curriculum for the following spring.
"It was a lot of work but I'm
glad I did it. It ~hould show students that if they become interested enough in a topic and are
willing to put in some work, they
will acheive a lot."
Overland's topic dealt with the
early settlement 'of Lake Cushman which is located in western
Washington just above Hood
Canal. Overland stated that he
got interested in the project,
"Because my parents own property there and because I'd talked to some people who started
telling me stories of the early
pioneer settlement."
Overland planned to spend six
weeks collecting information. After the first two ·a nd a half weeks
he was on the verge of giving the
idea up. He just wasn't getting
anywhere. Then he managed to
run across some memoirs left by
an old pioneer of that era. The
information from these memoirs
gave him more leads and from
there the information kept coniing in.
Although much of his information was collected in the vicinity
of Mason County, his research
took him to Canada and Oregon
as well.
Overland got varied responses
when he attempted to interview
people concerning his project.
"Some thought I was just another kid. Others would talk to me
for l;iours and bring out not only
old photographs of their pioneer
ancestors, but recent family

snapshots too," stated Overland.
Overland had to hand copy
every article about Lake Cushman in a week!y newspaper that
ran from 1888 through 1926.
''The more I found out the
more I wanted to know," Overland declared. He found that poet
Robert Service visited Lake
Cushman and wrote a poem describing the breath-taking beauty
of the lake. News of the tranquility of Lake Cushman reached
people in the east. Many of these
people belonged to prominent
families who would send their
off-spring west. These black
sheep of the family came to be
know as "remittence men." Overland is intrigued with
Washington History because it is
so recent, and feels that "you
. can't divorce history from geography. If I had researched this
project ten years ago there
would have been more information available but as the people
become older valuable records
are lost."
. Overlands 46 page paper was
published by The Mason County
.Historical Society and will come
out in print in May. , Overland
stated he even had to buy his
own copy.
Asked if he would undertake
another project like this Overland replied that "I do have another idea that I would like to
work out" but said he didn't want
to disclose what it was in case
someone else got the jump on
him.
In closing Overland remarked
that, "If nothing else, it has helped me to become the world's
authority on . Lake Cushman's
history."
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Cla·ssified
Automobiles

Help Wanted

FOR SALE. '63 Ford Econ- a.m. to 6 a.m. Must have
oline. '61 Dodge Lancer. · small car. Part time work.
- Must be dependable perBest offers. 925-1.179.
son . .Begin now. #77 4 Office
1964 VW SUNROOF. Re- of Financial Aids.
built engine, $600. Call 9252228 after 4 p.m.
Help wanted part time.
Craftshop. Erickson, 309
1968 Opel Kadet engine N.Pearl. No phone.
rebuilt, clutch and brakes,
$1150. 706 N. Poplar or COOKING for 10 to 20
925-1189, ask for Virginia. people. Full day. $595
month. Must be experiencHelp Wanted
ed. Civil Service benefits.
#786 Financial Aids Office.
HOUSE PARENTS for WASHING down kitchen.
delinquint children. Desire About 3 hours 1 day a
married couple to live-in at week (Mon, Thurs, or Fri).
Yakima (furnished apt.). Will supply transportation
Would work 5'days a week.
One person could be a full if needed. Begin next
time student. Should be week. Financial Aids Office
over 21. Delinquint young- for more infor.
sters to be cared for ages
13-18; about 6 or 8. $300 to
$450 month plus board and
room #738 Financial Aids
Office.
Experienced
DENTAL
ASSISTANT. M-F, 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Begin
June. #767 Office of Financial Aids.
BABYSITTING. Begin in
May. 3 children l, 5, 5.
Babysit in her home M-F
all day. Arrange pay rate.
#767 Office of Financial
Aids.
Help on PAPER ROUTE 3

DELIVERY, sales, and
some clean up. Part time,
will last indefinitely. Must
have car. Prefer someone
local who knows area M-F,
3:30 to 5:30 and Sat. 12:30
to 4:30. Inquire at Financial Aids Office.
WAITRESS, nights and
weekends. Fill in on short
shifts. Must be experienced. #781 Financial Aids
Office.

Wanted
Assistant Prof. and family
(2 children, 1 cat) would

Wanted

Wanted

like to rent an older 2 or 3 Babysitter. Contact Evebedroom house (3 bedroom lyn Males. Volunteer to
preferred) for summer and drive someone to nursury
next year. Can move any schooL 75 cents hour. 925time after April Margaret 3709 or 925-9834. Please
Haggerty, Student Village, - call her ASAP.
A-5, 963-3217.
24 HOUR welding service.
Want to rent 2 bedroom · Pike, plate & structural.
house with garden space Small & heavy equipment,
for grad. student, wife, 3 farm
machinery.
Call
yr. old daughter, dog and Chuck 925-1898, 962-9191,
cat. Starting June 1 and all or 962-2257.
next year. Write Eric
Stevens;914 Hanratty Dr., . Kyakers and t;anoers: 1 am
Yakima or call 453-4330 looking for a companion to
(Yak.)
paddle with. If interested
call 964-2461.
Want to rent (summer
quarter only) 2 or 3 bedGoing to WSU on Friroom house or apartment. day? A student needs a
Kristen J. Thoreson. 925- ride; Will help pay for
3309 or 925-3931.
gasoline. If you need a
rider, call Mary at 3-3631.
Need furnished 4 bedroom
house for summer quarter.
Reasonable rent, close to For Sale
campus. Call 963-1975.
New 26" Raleigh 10 speed,
Want to · rent 2 bedroom $95, 310 W. 10th, after 4
p.m.
house, furnished, near
campus for the summer. Girl's 3-speed bike for sale.
Contact Kym, 963-2856. Best offer. Phone 963-2200.
Graduate student and family want older house to PANASONIC AMPLI rent for summer and next FIER with turntable, panayear. Call 453-4330(Yaki- jet cartridge player, AMma).
FM radio, Koss head
phones, and'dual speakers.
One or two girls (experi- $250, 925-9363.
enced riders) to ride horses
in country. 6 miles west of Antique wood stove, blue
town. Beautiful country. enamel w/ nickel trim,
925-2129.
• "Universal" brand name,

For Sole
$300--double oven electric
range, both · ovens and all
burners work, $30--two
hatch covers, varithane
finish, $30 each--PO Box
631 Roslyn, WA.
PIONEER TX 600 AM-FM
Stereo tuner. · Like new,
hardly used. 3 yrs. left on
warranty. $90 or trade for
good 10-speed. See at 612
Pacific Street.
8-TRACK home tape deck.
Pioneer. ·w ood enclosure,
bulit-in amp. Perfect condition, $40. Call 963-3049
evenings.
REFRIGERATOR in good
condition, $30. Call 9252343.
Cabinet-style
Victrola
phone--$75; antique 3/4
slate pool table--$325; large
stool ta.hie tops-- $7 .50
each; very old dresser wI
oval mirror;;$35; old bedframe--$15; new dresser-$35; lots more stuff. 706
Poplar or call 925-1189, ask
for Virginia.
Wouldn't you rather work
in Hawaii this summer?.
For information and application send $2 to Hawaiian
Summers Dept. 2C, 1837
Kalakaua, Suite 45, Honolulu, ~awaii 96815.

· Apprtments
MOBILE -. HOME. -Stove,

R~frig.; furnace, hot water,

air conditioner, carpeted.
8' x 54'. Yakima 966-0413.
Silvertone FLUTE. Excel. lent condition. $50. : ·9252627.

Services
SKYDIVING--Qua:lified
Inst. Classes in Ellensburg
and Yakima. $35 Inst. and
first Jump. 4 static lines
and 1 free fall $10 a piece.
Then free fall $3 for 2500'
and 25 cents per 1000' on
up. Contact Bob Daughs,
Yakima 452-1683.
TYPING--! do fast, accur-'
ate work, . at reasonable
prices. Need a special
style? Just tell me. Call
Sharron, 926-3812.
TYPING--thesis and term
papers. Fast service, reasonable rates, accurate.
925-4533 after 5 p.m:
Will do typing and babysitting, my home anytime.
925-4502.

Yard Sale
YARD SUPERSALE One
day only. TV, Sew Machine, Typewriter, Oriental - Indian rugs, 1971 Fore!
Bronco, Crib, Fabrics,
More! Saturday, 9 to 4,
May 4, 13 Ch,amith Lane.

·Kuo, Reed, Young,
Cruz, lnada,Anaya
for the Third World Arts Festival
and Caring Symposium
·

t~r college~~

.
~~bookstore
we seU books·!
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'Cat diamondmen sparkle
in sweep over Raiders
by Rafael Gonzales
turned in a sharp performance as plate.
The Wildcat baseball squad he pitched his way to the opener
The eighteen-run 'Cat attack
extended their win string to ten . win. He relinquished eight hits was highlighted by three other
games and remained unbeaten in but three of them went over the home runs besides Kalian's rethe Evergreen Conference as fence for the Raider's three runs. cord-breaking shot, including a
they swept three league contests
In the second game, the 'Cats grand-slam smash by Mark Maxfrom the Red Raiders of South- had to rally for two runs in the field in the seventh frame.
ern Oregon College here last bottom of the sixth for the win. A
Ty Gorton opened the scoring
week.
solo home run by Ty Gorton set for the hosts when he led off the
The 'Cats routed the visitors off the 'Cat comeback.
game with a double and crossed
16-7 in the series opener of FriFriday's win moved the 'Cats the plate on a boot by Raider
day, as they slammed out 18 hits record to 7-0 and saw them main- shortstop Corey Kerwood, the
for their 16 runs. They also tain their lead in the Evergreen first of five miscues for the hapcapitalized on a fine mound per- conference. Gregg Kalian also less infielder. Mark Maxfield
formance by Rex Easley, who added to the excitement as he · added another run later in the
held the Raiders to one run until smasbed his eighth home run of frame when he smashed a double
the SOC bats came to life in the the season to top the standard . and was driven in by Jim Swan- ·_
top of the ninth to push across six set by R. J. Williams in 1972. He son.
I
also extended his hitting streak
runs.
In the second, the 'Cats explodSaturday the 'Cats took two to 11 consecutive safe hits before ed for five more runs to open
more from SOC, the opener 6-3 grounding out to the Raider third their lead to 7-0. Ted Taylor, a TO THE RESCUE; Casey Fergolia, Central's ace reliever delivers
and the second 6-5. Gary Wasson baseman in his fourth trip to tlie Yakima Valley College transfer, in last weekend's sweep over Southern Oregon. Fergolia picked up a
[photo by Rafael Gonzales]
led off the frame with a solo win and a save in the three games.
home run.
In the top of the third, the
Raider's Steve Capps broke the
ice for his team when he cracked
a solo shot over the center field·
fence. Irr the fourth, they loaded
the bases, but Easley tightened
up and choked off their scoring
The Kitten tennis team broke ners remained in top form as
attempt.
their
season losing streak with a Marsha Gulla was defeated by
In the bottom of the fourth,
Kalian came to the plate a.ud weekend split ~ith PL U and Wendy Harper, 6-2, 6-4. Margie
ripped his solo shot to break the Western. The netter gained five Longino was swamped by WenP,y
previous standard. The 'Cats wins over four losses in the PL U Hawley 6·2, 6-2. Lori Owen was
added another run when Bill contest but were . downed by downed by Debbie Pritchard 6-3',
6-4. Celeste Pitman won over
Melton singled, moved around on Western by an identical score.
Chris Anderson 6-'l, 6-2. Karen
In
PL
U
contest
Marsha
Gulla
a Swanson single and scored on a
won in straight sets 6-3, 6-2. Kaelin lost to Terri McMahan
Ted Taylor single.
The seventh frame was high- Margie Longino lost to Mary 3-6, 6-3, 6-4. Sharon McCormick
lighted by MaX'field's grand-slam Beck 4-6, 6-3, 6-2; Lori Owen defeated Na~mi Mishimura 6-4,
as the 'Cats pushed across six defeated Becky Nauss 7-6, 6-3. 4-6, 6-0.
Longino and Gulla came
more runs. Darryl Stewart, DH, · Celeste Pitman lost to Deanne
led off the frame with the third Larson 4-6, 6-1, 6-3. Karen Kaelin through in doubles play by
was defeated by Norma Tomsie smashing past Hawley and Prit'Cat home run of the day.
6-3,
6-1 and Sharon McCormick chard 2-6, 6-4, 6-0. Owen and
The 'Cats finally closed out
their scoring in the eighth when lost to Karla McCormick 1-6, 6-1, Pitman lost to _Harper and
Anderson 6-0, 6-2. Kaelin and
Spencer led off with a single and 7-6.
TEGAN TRIUMPHS; Wayne Tegan, Central hurdler, races to first
McCormick were stand-outs with
teams
pulled
the
was
driven
in
by
a
Mike
Dickey
The
doubles
place in the 440 intermediate hurdles with a time of 57.9 in the
single.
win out for· the Kittens. Longino 6-7, 6-3, 6-0 against McMahan and
weekend win over PLU, Portland Track Club and Whitworth.
After giving up six runs, and Gulla won over Skubin~a and Mishimura.
The Kittens host Spokane
Easley gave way to Casey Ferog- . Beck 6-1, 6-4. Owen and .P1.tman
lia who stifled the rally by defeated Meyer ~nd Lenci 6-3, · Falls CC Friday at 1:30 p.m.
getting Ed Eaton to fly out to - 4-?· 6-2 and Ka~lm and McCor- Saturday they take to the road
center for the second time in the m1ck downed Kmg and Johnson for the UW Invitational tournament, a stepping stone for the
6-3, 1-6, 6-3.
top of the ninth.
Gary Wasson, a left-hander
It was a close contest between Northwest Tournament as most
Washington players will attend
Central fought off a strong de- down the final stretch in their from Grandview scattered eight Western and .Central " The 19}3
both.
hits
throughout
the
Saturday
NCWSA
tenms
tournament
wmtermined wind on route to scor- spe~ialty with Anderberg hold,
opener,
and
was
supported
by
ing 139 points and easily handing ing on for the win i~ identical
home runs from Jeff Hansen and
its opponents defeat in a home times of 1:58.6.
quadrangular track meet last
In the sprints Central dominat- Darryl Stewart. Wasson also
Saturday.
ed the action by placing three struck out 10 on his way to the
win, as well as extinguishing
PL U was a distant second with men in each event. Pat Fitterer
. Dave Capp's 20-game hitting
and
Clint
·Patton
ran
one-two
in
. 62 points, followed by the Portstreak by forcing him to go hitland Track Club-47, and Whit- the 100 yard dash with 10.0 clockless in four trips.
ings
and
Patton
came
back
in
the
worth-30.
The 'Cats got all their runs in
220 yard dash to win in a time of
John Gruver, 'Cat hammer 23.7. Jim Noren rounded out the the first four innings, including
thrower got the team started by supremacy with a 52.5 second two runs each in the second and
sailing bis ball and chain 150' 8 place quarter mile time.
third. Following a solo home run
3/4", good enough for first place,
Other winners from Central by Gary Eckhart in the first •. the
selection as 'Cat of the week and were Wayne Tegan, 57 .9 in the 'Cats bounced back to knot the
qualifying for Nationals, May 440 yard intermediate hurdles; score in their half of the first.
23-25 at Arkadelphia, Arkansas. Paul Mannix, 13'6" in the pole
In the second frame, the 'Cats
Distance runner, Bob Johnson vault and both relay teams. The broke out of the 1-1 deadlock by
added his exp'ertee to the event 440 yard relay quartet of Dave scoring two tallies to take a lead
by tuning up his 5'6" frame and Merrill, Patton, John Krueger they kept the rest of the way. ,
unleashing a fourth place throw and Fitterer breezed to victory
In the second game, the 'Cats
of 48'6".
with a 44.7 clocking, while the were trailing 5-4 moving into
The cold blowing wind hamp- mile relay team of Merrill, Reese. their half of the sixtb and sparkered a number of the events, Colbo, Perry and Noren opened ed by Ty Gorton's tying home
keeping times and distances up a 70 yard lead to win going run, moved into the lead and
stayed there.
·down but didn't prevent the away in 3:32.8.
SOC bounced back with two
Second plach finishes went to
'Cats from placing men in every
event and grabbing 10 out of 19 Randall Brown, 126'4" in the more in their half of the fifth to
hammer; Jim Christenson, 10:09, take a lead which set the stage
victories.
Jeff U nterwagner and Lou 3,000 meter steeplechase; Dave for the sixth-inning 'Cat rally.
Casey Feroglia, who came on
Boudreaux picked up their first · Heglund, 6'0" in the high jump;
wins of the season in the triple Nate Worswick, 15-3, 120 high in relief of John Robinette in the
jump and mile run. Unterwagner hurdles; and Mike Wold, 15:24.8 top of the sixth, got the win,
while Raider ace John Nix took
hopped, stepped, and jumped his in the three mile.
Central will be traveling up to the loss. Nix, who is now 5-4, also
way to victory· with a personal
best leap of 45' 7 112" and Western Washington State Col- took the loss in the opener of the
Boudreaux set the pace in the lege this Saturday for a triangu- doubleheader.
This weekend, the Wildcats
mile beating team-mate Bill lar meet with the Vikings and
·P L U. The Evergreen Conference will be on the road to face the
Ardissono 4:32.8 to 4:36.2.
Central's 880 men, Mike An- meet will be held May 10-11 on Owls of Oregon Tech in Mon- CONCENTRATION; Marsha Gulla, the kittens number one singles
player eyes the ball in her 6-3, 6-2 win over her PLU opponent.
mouth, ()regon.
derberg and Jim Perry battled Central's home track.

Kittens find win column,
break losing streak ·.

Tracksters clobber

foes in home meet

'?
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.
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to fifth at home meet
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fourth place with a 95'9" heave of were hit with the discus in
by Jackie Humphries
Although confronted with ad- the javelin; Mary Petrie tot>k separate accidents which requir- ·
verse weather conditions and ex- third and Bobbie Catron took ed hospitalization for both. Both
cessive injuries the Central-host- fourth in the discus. Thinclad Sherry Atcock, student teacher
ed track meet last Saturday Dawn Taylor drew a time of 35.8 in Cle Elum and Colene Wally, an
yielded a fifth-place for the in the 200 meter hurdles for a instructor at Moses Lake, were
fifth place. Sally McKenzie with a reported in good condition.
kitten cinderwomen.
Two tracksters qualified for time of 1:04.6 took a second and
Coach Jan Boyungs admitted
the District meet to be held on Nancy Ehle with 1:07.7 took fifth that the weather conditions were
May 10-11 at Cheney. Bobbie in the 440 yard run. McKenzie
the worst she had seen for a
Catron qualified in discus with a took a fourth in the 220 yard dash track meet. "The only way it
distance of 112'2 3/4". Catron's a with 28.8 and Nancy Ehle came
could have been worse was to
Yakima sophomore majoring in in fifth with 2:48.8. Laura Jones
have had snow. The weather was
Physical Education and took fifth tied a sixth place berth in the 100
so bad three teams left before we
place in the Central meet. Seattle yard dash with 12.3.
had completed the running
sophomore Cheryl Barradale also
Injuries plagued the teams
events."
qualified . in the discus with participating and took its toll on
This weekend the team travels
110'21/z".
the Central entrants. Kiehn
Central's Mary Petrie qualified pulled a hamstring muscle which to Tacoma. "We will have a very
for Nationals competition with a scratched her from the relay, small team with our sprinters
discus heave of 132'111/z''. This long jump and dash. Burrell did McKenzie and Kiehn out and
was the best toss made this participate in the javelin but was Burrell will be unable to particiseason by the Arlington fresh- ·unable to make her best throw pate in the javelin. We will have
due to an elbow injury. McKenzie to strengthen our other events.
man.
Flathead Valley CC took first was injured during her heat in We expect Jackie Slechta to
place with 228 followed by SPC the 220. As she came in first her qualify in the shot put this week[70]; Western [68]; UW [40]; and spikes caught and she fell break- . end. She did take first place in
Central [32], out of thirteen ing a finger and receiving injur- Bellingham with a throw of
32'10 1/2" two weeks ago. We· plan
teams entered.
ies to her arm and elbow.
Kittens who placed in individMishaps were not confined to to be in tip-top shape by the time
ual events were: Cary Burrell in participants. Two discus officials we go to dis~rict," said Boyungs.

Wildcat racketeers explode
to backhand conference foes
The Wildcat netters flexed
theii- muscles in weekend action
as they powered by a pair of
Evergreen Conference foes, Oregon College and Southern Oregon by respective scores of 8-1
and 7-2 at the Oregon College
Invitational.
Altogether they have nett-

Clubbers
drive to
fourth
Central's Wildcats clubbed and
putted their way to a fourth
place finish at the Western
Washington Invitational golf
championships last Thursday and
Friday.
The 'Cat clubbers completed
the two day 36-hole tournament
with a team score of 818, good
enough for a fourth place standing in the NAIA division of the
tourney behind Simon Fraser
with 772, Western 791, and
Eastern with 797. Following
Central were Southern Oregon
. with 839 and UPS skying to 850.
Oregon State captured the
NCAA division with a low score
of 744, just edging out cross state
rival Oregon with a team score of
745.
Medalist for the tournament
was Keith J acovsen of the
University of Oregon as he
carded a one over par 143.
For Central Chris Indall and
Rich Walker led their teammates, each coming back to the
clubhouse the second day with
indentical 36-hole totals of 158.
Other 'Cat scores were Mike Ogg
at 164, Paul Dalton 168,. Mike
Pete 170 and Russ Bong 172.
The Central golfers are back
out on the links again today in
Cheney for another two-day
tournament before winding up
their campaign in Yakima May'lO and 11 in the district championships.

ed 5-0 and increased their match against Southern Oregon PLACE WINNER; Kitten sprinter Laura Jones was clocked at 12.3
already impressive season total as they romped by the Red in the 100 yard dash for sixth place in the weekend meet at Central.
to 9-2.
Raiders 7-2.
[photo by Rafael Gonzales]
Central won four of the singles
In the match against Oregon matches before making another
College Rick Van Horn suffered clean sweep in doubles competithe only set back as he dropped tion.
his number three singles match
Scholz saw some action as he
to Mark Trolan 6-3, 6-3.
defeated Bruce Wakefield in
Central'·s number one player, straight sets 6-4, 6-4. Frueh
Kim Scholz won by forfeit and suffered a rare setback when the
Larry Frueh, 'Cat number two Raiders' Bryan Schalfke turned
man won in straight sets over the trick 6-4, 2-6, 6-3. Van Horn
Mike Metz 6-4, 6-4. Bill Irving came on to bomb Mitchell
defeated, Stan Tamura in number Danielson 6-1, 6-1. Bill Irving and
four singles action by indentical Gamble each won their matches
6-1 sets. Mike Gamble handled in straight sets before Dick
his opponent in straight sets 6-3, Irving lost a tough match to Rod
6-2 as did Dave Rapp 7-6, 6-1.
Pray 7-6, 6-1.
In doubles action Scholz and
Doubles action saw Scholz and
Frueh paired to defeat Metz and Frueh defeat Wakefield and
Trolan 6-2, 7-6. In number two Schafke 6-3, 6-2, Van Horn and
doubles Van Horn and Gamble Gamble breeze by Danielson and
combined to oust Tamura and Evnas 6-1, 6-3, and Bill Irving
Douglas 6-2, 4-6, 6-1. Irving and and Dave Rapp club Jackson and
.
d h
d bl · Pray 6-3, 7-6.
Rapp contmue
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·
as they tune up for the EverThe hot _ Wildcats weren't green Conference championships
pressured much more in their here May 10 and 11.

OUR RALEIGH BICYCLE
TRUCKLOAD IS HERE !

Beat the Price Increases!

·SOUTH AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL
ADVENTURE
June 17 - July 13

$2650

Hurry for best selection of 3-5 & 10 Speeds.
Many sizes & colors available .

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
1 Year Guarantee On Parts

FREE: 30 DAY SERVICE

TOUR: Ecuador, Peru, Argentina, Paraguay,
Brazil, Colombia, Etc.
VISIT: Machu Picchu, lguas,s u Falls, Rio,
Brazilian Jungles, Amazon, Schools,
Educators, Cultural Activities, Etc.
To: Dr. J. Wesley Crum
No. 31 Black Hall

I

963-1671 .
962-2327

cwsc
I am interested in the South American Tour·
Send information and 'r eservation forms.
Name--------------------------------------Address _____________________________________ 1
Telephone-.________________ No. of Persons ·- - - - · •

WORLDS NO. 1 RATED BICYCLE
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The 5th
Quarter

1st ANNUAL BICYCLE .RALLY
SUNDAy I MAy ·19th
·Sign · up .your group of two or more .at Pizza Mia or in the SUB. Get ready for a ·pleasurable tour through the
backroads of the Kittitas Valleyl Sunday morning your group starts the rally, following instructions provided to
guide ypu through four checkpoints, where refreshments will .b e availablel Who knows what is waiting for
you at the end of the rally???? Priz~s will be awarded to groups

~oming 'closest to the previous times

recorded by the Rally Committee. (The Rally Committee took their own sweet time, so you. can ~ool)

XXXXXXXXXX;;m~~KXXXX>C'X~

HARD ·coRES! .
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Something New
at the Fifth Quarter =:::=:::::~~

~BUCKETS .

X·OFBREW!
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